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The September issue of Mobility
Engineering represents the end of
transition in our Mobility Engineering
Quarterly magazine. It is the first edition of
“in-country” publication.
You will find a wealth of information and
specially sourced articles which will not
only provide exciting reading but will also
highlight the development in the Indian
automotive and aerospace sectors.
Significant developments are being made
in automotive technology which is moving
swiftly towards hybrid as well as electric
modes of transportation. In this issue, we
feature such innovative events that have
been made by Volvo and Ashok Leyland.
Also, an extensive feature on ZF Mobility
Solutions will provide an insight into
their technological prowess in the area
of automation, electro-mobility, vehicle
motion control and integrated safety.
Volvo has been taking giant strides in
the Indian and international markets with
their uniquely designed and produced
buses. In the inner pages, we feature their
articulated and autonomous buses, while
Ashok Leyland tells us about their Indiaspecific buses.
In the Indian Aerospace, there is an
increased activity with many Indian
manufacturers diversifying into making
products for the defense sector. We tell
you about the events at Tata, Adani, and
Boeing.
FISITA 2018
For the first time, the biennial FISITA
World Automotive Congress will be held
in India. The 37th edition of FISITA World
Automotive is being held in Chennai, India
from 2nd to 5th October 2018. SAEINDIA
is hosting the event along with support
from FISITA. 350 technical papers are
presented at the congress on the theme

“Disruptive Technologies for Affordable
and Sustainable Mobility.” More of this, in
the inside pages.
We encourage you to visit fisita-congress.
com to get latest updates about the
World Automotive Congress. The three
days will be packed with technical paper
presentations and panel discussions. We
plan to have a free-registration only for
exposition stalls. I am sure; you will derive
many benefits by attending the Island of
Excellence, Educating Mobility Engineers of
Tomorrow, Startup Forum, Leaders Forum
and specially lined up plenary sessions.
REEV
The automotive sector is moving away
from conventional powertrains and fast
becoming the mobility solution space of
the future. Given this objective, we have
the Range Extended Electric Vehicle
Competition (REEV) that will be the
centerpiece of a national level student
competition in India. In a supplement being
published along with this issue of ME, we
give you more about REEV.
REEV (Range Extended Electric Vehicle)
is a 4-wheeler hybrid vehicle competition
primarily for Engineering students across
Karnataka, and a first of its kind. It is
unique because, for the first time in the
competition space, a prototype vehicle is
being built by top-notch OEMs and will be
unveiled at FISITA World Congress 2018, in
Chennai from 3 to 5 October.
For more details about REEV, please visit:
http://reevsaeindia.org/
As the festive season is approaching, we at
SAEINDIA and Mobility Engineering wish all
our readers Happy Festivities.
Looking forward to your continued support,
K. Venkataraj
EDITOR
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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Tifan 2018, 22nd & 23rd March 2018, Ahmednagar

ONE OF THE TEAMS IN ACTION.

TIFAN (Technology Innovation Forum for Agricultural

Head, Embedded Systems, John Deere and Mr. Krishnat

Nurturing) is first of its kind initiative which focused on

Patil, GM, John Deere & Convener TIFAN 2018. Mr. Krishnat

connecting 4 pillars that are Industry, Students, Farmers

Patil welcomed all the distinguished dignitaries on stage

and Agricultural sector of the society. The objective of

and narrated the journey of TIFAN and its motivation to-

TIFAN is to provide the platform for Agricultural product

wards engaging the talent from the country to the real-life

innovation by generating a talent pool for off-highway in-

challenges of the agricultural sector.

dustry. Eventually, such endeavours will help the society by

Dr. K.C. Vora briefed about India’s automobile mission and

enabling the small and marginal farmers with farm mechanization for yield and productivity improvement.

the role of young talent in shaping the vision. Mr.
Venkataraj talked about the various initiatives conducted

TIFAN is organized by SAEINDIA off-highway board at pan

by SAEINDIA. Mr. Nilkanth talked about the role of young

India level. It is being organized annually with a new Real

talent in agricultural sector development. Dr. K. P.

Challenge Theme, every three years. The problem state-

Vishwanath, appreciated SAEINDIA & TIFAN team for such

ment / challenge will be related to farm operation like

a great initiative and explained its importance in solving

‘Land Preparation’, ‘Intercultural operation’ & ‘Crop

the various challenges in front of farmers.

Harvesting’. The competition is being held in 2 stages viz;

The Static Evaluation of the teams was conducted on 22nd

Virtual and Field Competition. The challenge theme for
TIFAN 2018 was ‘Self Propelled Onion Harvester’. The evaluation criterion was Innovation, Productivity, Efficiency,
Fuel Economy, Cost and Ease of Operation.

of March 2018 followed by Dynamic Evaluation on 23rd of
March 2018. About 11 teams out of the total 17 completed
all the rounds of evaluation successfully. The award distribution happened in the hands of Dr. Bala Bhardwaj,

The inauguration of TIFAN happened on 22nd March 2018

Managing Director Boeing India Technology Center &

at the premises of MPKV College Of Engg., Rahuri, Ahmed

President SAEINDIA; Dr. S. R. Gadakh, Director of Research,

Nagar with the presence of Dr. K.P. Vishwanath, Vice

MPKV; Mr. Devendra Bahirat, Head, John Deere Electronics

Chancellor MPKV, Rahuri; Dr. K.C. Vora, Sr. Dy. Director,

Solutions; Dr. D. D. Pawar, Registrar & Associate Dean,

ARAI & Chairman SAEINDIA Western Section (SAEIWS);

MPKV; Mr. Venkataraj, DDG, SAEINDIA and Mr. Krishnat

Mr. Venkataraj, DDG, SAEINDIA; Mr. Nilkanth Devshetwar,

Patil, General Manager John Deere & Convener TIFAN 2018.
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WINNERS OF TIFAN 2018.

The winners of competition in their respective category are as below:
Award Category

Team

Award

Overall Winner

Amrutvahini College of Engg,
Sangamner

Rs.2,00,000/- and Trophy

First Runner-up

PVPIT, Budhgaon, Sangli

Rs.1,00,000/- and Trophy

Second Runner-up

Dnyanshree Inst. of Engg. and Tech,
Satara

Rs.50,000/- and Trophy

National Level Student Convention 2018, 30th & 31st March 2018, Hyderabad
This year’s event saw active participation of over 1350 students from 90
colleges.

DIGNITARIES ON THE DAIS DURING INAUGURAL.

The 12th SAEINDIA National Student Convention was held at MLR Institute of
Technology, Hyderabad, on 30th & 31st March 2018 organised by SAEINDIA
Southern Section (SAEISS). Every year the SAEINDIA collegiate chapters get an
opportunity to, discuss, display and celebrate their success in the last one year.
8 SEPTEMBER 2018

The Inaugural function began with the
welcome address by Mr. N.
Balasubramanian, Dy. VP, Renault
Nissan Tech. & Business Centre India
Pvt. Ltd delivered the inaugural address. A special address was delivered
by Sri.Marri Rajashekar Reddy,
Secretary, MLRIT Group of Institutions
followed by Prof T. Papi Reddy,
Chairman, Telangana State Council of
Higher Education for being the Guest
of Honour for the Student Convention
2017-2018. The vote of thanks for the
inaugural program was given by Mr.
Mohd Hassan Raza, Champion Student
Convention, SAEISS.
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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GROUP PHOTO – STUDENT CONVENTION 2018.

On Day 1 all the existing events where the winners of Tier II
regional events will compete at national level. This is the
battle among the all 7 Divisions of SAEISS, some of the
events are Auto Quiz, Aero Modelling, Modelling and
Animation, CNC Turning & Milling, CAD & CAM and Mobile
Robotics.
Similarly, on day 2 the participants competed on the similar type of 23 events and some of them are as, Mobile App
Development, Reverse Engineering, Internet of Things,
Biomimicry, Ethical Hacking and Onboard Diagnostics.
There were also Club Presentation showcasing the achievements, strengths and unique activities of various SAEINDIA
collegiate chapters. Also, Club Display competition which

ran parallel with the events at different venues with various
working mechanical models, presentations and charts.
The convention was brought to a close in the valedictory
function later in the evening. The Welcome Address was
given by Dr. K. Srinivas Rao, Principal MLRIT followed by
Presidential Address was given by Mr. S. Sriraman,
Chairman SAEISS. Special Speech was given by Sri. Marri
Rajashekar Reddy, Secretary, MLRIT. This was followed by
the distribution of prizes and mementoes and the Vote of
Thanks given by Dr. Gururaj Telasang, Secretary, SAEISS
Hyderabad Division. He thanked the organization, faculties,
students, Judges and MLR Institute of Technology for making the program a grand success.

Range Extended Electric Vehicle (Reev) Boot Camps, April & May 2018,
Bengaluru
The major vision of this program is to create Elite
Engineering platforms which can enhance the Knowledge
and Skills of the students through experimental learning in
Electric, Hybrid and other energy efficient Urban Mobility
solutions. These platforms will also impart the prevalent
Industrial Discipline and Culture focusing on Safety,
Innovation, Quality and Sustainability to the students.
SAEINDIA Bangalore Section (SAEIBS) in association with
General Motors Technology Centre India (GMTCI) has successfully conducted a Boot Camp (Awareness Program)
about one such platform REEV in JSS Academy of Technical
Education, Bengaluru; Ramaiah Inst. of Technology (RIT),
Bengaluru; K.L.S. Gogte Inst. of Technology, Belagavi; KLE
Society’s Dr. M. S. Sheshgiri College of Engg. and
Technology, Belagavi; K S Inst. of Technology, Bengaluru;
AMC college of Engg., Bengaluru; Presidency University,
10 SEPTEMBER 2018

PRESENTATION SHOWING FEATURES OF REEV.
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TEAM – REEV BOOT CAMP @ ONE OF THE COLLEGES.

Bengaluru and Acharya Inst. of Technology, Bengaluru
across the Karnataka state in the months of April & May of
2018.
The REEV competition is going to drive the students to
build an Urban 4 Wheel Vehicle based on the New age technology in automotive Industry, Hybridization, Lightweighting, Optimization, Range extension, fuel awareness
etc. The participating students will throw up an array of their

various learnt skills and explore themselves through this opportunity in contributing to changing Global Mobility which
is in the transition towards Renewable Energy Sources from
the conventional methods making the students to be the
front-runners of the engineering community. They will be
coached by industry experts through a mentoring program
during the Virtual rounds. The Intense focus will be on
Virtual Development, Simulation and Analysis of the model
using standard industry software.

SAEINDIA Think-Tank for Thermal Management Systems, 13th April 2018,
New Delhi
On April 13th, 2018 SAEINDIA Northern Section (SAEINS)
organized the Opening meeting of SAEINDIA Think-Tank
for Thermal Management Systems (TTTMS) at Hotel The
LaLiT, New Delhi. The event was supported by industry
volunteers from Subros Limited. The event was inaugurated by Chief Guest Mrs. Rashmi Urdhwareshe, Director,
ARAI. The following dignitaries Mr. Balraj Bhanot, ExDirector, ARAI; Prof. S Maji, DITE; Mr. Sandeep Raina, VP,
MSIL; Dr. Prasad Kadle, SAE Fellow, EA, Subros Ltd; Mr.
Anup Kacker, ED, SAEINS; Mr. SH Kapoor, TML and Mr.
Srini Dampur, Subros Ltd were also on the dais. After the
THOUGHT PROVOKING PANEL DISCUSSION.
briefing by Mr. Anup Kacker event was successfully conducted in 4 distinct sessions.
In the 1st session, Mr. Sandeep Raina presented on the
topic namely “An OEM perspective for the Introduction &
framework of TTTMS”. Mr. Raina has provided an overview of Indian auto industry, Challenges and opportuni12 SEPTEMBER 2018

THOUGHT PROVOKING PANEL DISCUSSION

ties, expectations from TTTMS to find solutions with technologies affordable for the Indian consumer, based on
Indian conditions and which can meet future regulatory
framework. He highlighted that TTTMS is an India specific
platform for thermal engineers and researchers to develop world-class thermal management skill, to enhance
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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FELICITATION OF CHIEF GUEST & SPEAKER MRS. RASHMI URDHWARESHE (ARAI) BY DR. PRASAD KADLE (SUBROS).

knowledge of cutting-edge technology for meeting futuristic demands for vehicle thermal management systems. It
is also a platform to highlight thermal management systems challenges & to discover possible solutions for guiding futuristic policy decisions.
The 2nd Session of the event had 3 technical presentations. The 1st presentation was about “Real World Drive
Emission (RDE) Framework 2023 & its Challenges for
Implementation” by Mrs. Rashmi Urdhwareshe. The detailed presentation highlighted the RDE boundary conditions and evaluation of test result for Light-Duty Vehicles
(LDV) & Heavy – Duty Vehicles (HDV) along with challenges for Indian manufacturer. She also emphasized in
her presentation that current OEMs should shift their focus from CO2 reduction to RDE improvement and also
from downsizing to rightsizing.
The 2nd presentation was about “Environmental
Regulatory Challenges for Air Conditioning (AC) Systems
& Refrigerants” by Dr. Radhey S. Agarwal, TA &
Consultant Ozone Cell, Ministry of Environment, Forest
and Climate Change (MoEFCC). The presentation highlighted environmental regulations for refrigerants and
Institutional framework, Challenges for Automobile AC
14 SEPTEMBER 2018

industry to address flammability and liability of products.
He also emphasized that AC industry should convert
these challenges to opportunities by revisiting system designs like minimizing the system size & quantity of materials used; Improving the energy efficiency of the system;
adopting technology innovations and use of thermoelectric AC systems for Electrical Vehicles (EV).
The last presentation of the 2nd session was about
“Impact of Thermal Management Systems selection on
RDE & regulatory support to meet the challenges” by Dr.
Prasad Kadle. He shared his rich experiences and learning’s in Thermal management systems design. He also
highlighted the issues and possible ways of handling direct & indirect emissions and key high-efficiency technologies for India.
The 3rd session of Event was a thought-provoking Panel
Discussion on “Formation of SAEINDIA TTTMS - Issues &
Challenges” by Dr. Radhey S. Agarwal; Mr. Balraj Bhanot;
Prof. S. Maji; Ms. Pamela Tikku, iCAT; Mr. S.H. Kapoor and
Mr. Prabhakaran, M&M. The session moderator was Mr.
Yogendra Singh Kushwah, Subros. The prominent panel
discussed and debated on the given topic including the
Need of collaborative work; Proactive support by OEMs;
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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Need to have connect between industry and institutional

representatives of MSIL, TML, M&M, iCAT, Subros, and

bodies; Role of civil society groups; Contribution by poli-

Ashok Leyland to nominate volunteers for creating an ex-

cymakers and advisory groups; Development of India

ecutive committee of TTTMS.

specific technology options and required standards;
Challenge to face International push for adopting as it
technology and products for meeting environmental reg-

The vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Kamal Sharma of
Subros. Post-event Mr. SH Kapoor suggested that going

ulations; How TTTMS can help to create country-specific

forward executive committee should release the roadmap

solutions for thermal management systems and Issues

and action plan for the annual event and a charter of re-

related to sustenance of TTTMS.

sponsibilities should be a starting point to get the right

In the 4th & last session, Mr. Yogendra Singh Kushwah

representation on the executive committee. Mr. Anup

summarized the events and requested the industry and

Kacker suggested that the group of volunteers from in-

institutional bodies to enrol thermal engineers for

dustry should quickly create awareness across regions by

SAEINDIA professional membership. He also requested

organizing similar Workshops.

Project Competition 2018, 02nd June 2018, Pune

DIGNITARIES ON THE DAIS.

The Project Competition 2018 was organized by SAEINDIA

SAEIWS; Mr. Shrikant Marathe, Ex-Director, ARAI; Dr. K.C.

Western Section (SAEIWS) in association with JSPM’s

Vora, Past Chairman, SAEIWS and Mr. Narahari P. Wagh,

Rajarshi Shahu College of Engineering, Pune on 02nd June

Secretary, SAEIWS. About 21 project nominations from var-

2018. This event was an excellent opportunity to showcase

ious collegiate clubs from SAEIWS were received. The proj-

talent, untapped potential and a platform to motivate the

ects were judged by a panel of 05 judges on the various

future engineering graduates to take up more challenges.

categories namely Hybrid & Electric, Engine & Emission,

The event began with Lamp-lighting ceremony by dignitar-

Vehicle Systems, and Vehicle Engineering.

ies Dr. A.M. Badadhe, HOD, Mech. Dept, JSPM; Dr. R.K. Jain,

Each team was given 15 minutes to present their project

Principal, JSPM; Mr. Sanjay S. Nibandhe, Chairman,

after the demonstration. The presentation was followed by

16 SEPTEMBER 2018
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TEAM – PROJECT COMPETITION 2018.

Question & Answer round from the Judges. The Judges presented their view on the entire competition and commented
on the projects contested for the competition. All the judges were very satisfied with the quality of the projects made by
the students.
Award Category

Team

Project Name

Award

Overall Winner

Maharashtra Institute of
Technology, Pune

Bike Rider Safety System

`10,000/-.
Certificate & Trophy

First Runner-up

Sinhgad College of
Engineering, Pune

Machine Fault Analysis

`7,000/-.
Certificate & Trophy

Second Runner-up

College Of Engineering, Pune

Integration of Final Drive
Gear with Constant Velocity
Joint having Parallel oriented Bipod Pin Driveshaft

`5,000/-.
Certificate & Trophy

The other team of participants were given the certificate for participation.
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Ega 2-Wheeler Hybrid Students Championship 2018, 16th June 2018, Bengaluru

ONE OF THE TEAMS IN ACTION DURING DYNAMIC TESTING OF EGA 2018.

The Final round of India’s first Two-Wheeler Hybrid competition for young student engineers Electrifying Green
Aspirations (EGA) was successfully conducted by
SAEINDIA Bangalore Section (SAEIBS) in association with
TVS Motor Company (TVSM) on 16th June 2018 at
Institute of Quality and Leadership (IQL) of TVSM, Anekal,
Bengaluru. About 19 teams had registered for the event
from various Colleges in Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and
Madhya Pradesh states. Among them, 12 teams have
qualified and 9 teams participated for Final Round of the
competition.
The event was inaugurated in the traditional way of lamp
lighting by Mr. Krishnan, Vice chairman, SAEIBS as Chief
Guest who also delivered the welcome address. Mr. C.
Subramoniam, Sr. GM, R&D and Mr. Kannan, GM, R&D
both from TVSM had briefed the participants about EGA
starting with the plan to the benefits of this competition
to them. The event was also witnessed by Mr. Anoop B
Srinivasan, MC Member, SAEIBS and Mr. Ashoka Kumar,
Technical Consultant, IntelliPredikt Technologies.
The Static and Dynamic evaluation of the teams were
started after the inauguration. About 9 teams had cleared
Static evaluation and 6 teams performed well in the
Dynamic evaluation. The Panel of Judges constituted the
experts from various companies like GE, Mercedes Benz,
TCS, MBharathi, CADFEM, and TVSM. The teams had built
20 SEPTEMBER 2018

WINNERS OF EGA 2018.

their vehicle with new technology and innovative ideas in
fuel economy, energy efficiency, display mobile app, vehicle monitor, and safety. EGA was a junction point for the
students to share their crazy and fresh ideas with industry experts for future mobility. It is a technical kind of
sports for the engineer as it involves a spirit for learning
hard work, and a platform to learn from competitors.
In the concluding part of the event, the valedictory function the prizes to the teams were distributed by Mr.
Krishnan and Mr. C Subramonian. The vote of thanks was
given by Mr. Kannan who also encouraged the students to
participate in more such competitions across India.
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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48V mild-hybrid technology as a green solution for passenger cars

48 Volt Eco Drive system enables cost-efficient mass hybridisation. Functions such as advanced stop-start, coasting and electric boost save 13-20
percent of fuel. In mild-hybrid application, the 48V e-motor replaces the 12V alternator.

Climate change is the harsh reality faced by the world
today. There are many factors that contribute towards
climate change and every industry has the responsibility to
take voluntary steps to reverse this undesirable alteration.
The global automobile industry is cognizant of these
climatic changes and has been combating this through
well-thought-out technologies while educating the
stakeholders concerned, including motorists, in parallel. As
the drive towards clean fuel is an ongoing quest, there are
already several breakthrough innovations, which have
come through in vehicle technology.
Among the various innovations, battery operated vehicles
seem to be the most viable option, be it in terms of cost,
technology implementation or with the general acceptance
among the consumers.
As consumers across the world are now demanding
environmental-friendly vehicles, the 48-volt or 48V
electrical system has emerged as the new saviour. The 48V
system does not require any vehicle manufacturer to
overhaul its existing setup as it is a complementary
technology.
Today, 48V is a powerful and commercially viable solution
for hybrid vehicles. Keeping this in mind, a 100 percent
hybrid vehicle as a viable commercial model is still a
distance away, given certain challenges.
In Europe, there are a few automobile manufacturers, such
as Renault and Audi, who have delivered the 48V mild
22 SEPTEMBER 2018

hybrid cars on the roads. Continental AG is deeply
engaged with this technology and has gained formidable
expertise.
However, the challenge is to usher in such technologies
into countries like India which, like other developed
markets, has its own requirements. These developments
are heartening to Continental as it possesses the
technology around 48V, which can be deployed,
depending on the demand from the OEMs in India. The
prospects look encouraging as the government is keen on
unleashing the EV movement in India. This could provide a
safer environment for commuters where 48V will be one of
the key contributors.
Climate change and oil dependency are concerns highly
debated by governments and the automotive industry. As
a consequence, automobile manufacturers are forced to
invest heavily in R&D and control manufacturing costs to
cope with stringent emission norms worldwide. The
industry feels the need for hybrid and electric vehicles
which are appropriate for future transport. Mild hybrid
solutions with 48V architecture have emerged as the most
promising alternatives, when compared with conventional
internal combustion engines and fully electric vehicles.
With the increase in electronic components in a car,
infotainment systems, advanced driver assistance systems
and powertrain controls often demand higher power,
limiting the use of 12V electrical systems which have been
a standard for several decades. 48V electrical systems, a
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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not drive the wheels directly but are a subsidiary
technology.
Many suppliers and OEMs have commercialised this
technology globally and one can spot these mild hybrids
on the roads already. Global suppliers like Continental,
Bosch and Delphi have already commercialised this
technology and some are already in serial production.

Continental-made 48 Volt belt-driven starter generator with integrated
inverter; 48V belt-driven starter generator.

secondary source of power, complement the use of
advanced technology and support hybridisation, without
the complexities of a fully electric vehicle.

India-based technology company KPIT also showcased its
early generation of plug-in 48V technology at the 2012
Auto Expo, New Delhi and is marketing this technology
under the ‘Revolo Hybrid solutions’ brand name for Indian
and global customers. The first-generation, starter
generators are driven by belt while the next generations
will be coupled between the engine and transmission or
sometimes directly into the driveline.

The 48V mild-hybrid architecture includes a ‘starter
generator’, a lithium-ion storage battery and a DC/DC
converter that integrates the 12V electrical system,
controllers and hybrid powertrain and a hybridturbocharger or a supercharger. The 48V architecture does
not displace the standard 12V electrical framework; rather,
it is coupled with the 12V framework through a DC/DC
converter.

Mild hybrids bring 70 percent of the benefits of a full
hybrid at 30 percent of the cost to both petrol and diesel
vehicles. Recuperation of energy is possible with these
mild hybrids and engine shut-off during coasting or
downhill driving is achievable. Greater CO2 savings are
possible with 48V technology. Coupled to an internalcombustion engine, the starter generator provides restart
power as well as 15kW and upto 100 Nm of additional
torque. Thirteen to 21 percent fuel efficiency is estimated
with this technology.

The traditional auto accessories still run on 12V while the
48V battery supports advanced hybridisation. However,
unlike electric vehicles, mild hybrid starter generators do

By Soorajith Radhakrishnan, Head, Engine Systems, Division
Powertrain, Continental Automotive India
Article courtesy: Autocar Professional

The 48V architecture does not displace the standard 12V electrical framework but is coupled with the 12V framework through a DC/DC converter.
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Bosch at
FISITA 2018
Driving the future of mobility
through cutting-edge innovations
October 2nd – 5th, 2018
Chennai Trade Centre

Visit us at:
Stall No.
4010

Mobility solutions from Bosch are transforming the
future of automotive sector, making transportation
more efficient, electrified, connected, and
automated. These pioneering solutions – customised
to the Indian market – will be featured at FISITA
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Nano Technology in automobiles emission control
Need for Nanotechnology in
Automobiles:
One of the vital challenges faced
by the present generation is the
increasing pollution. Emissions
from automobiles have proven to
be the root cause of pollution. The
necessity to prune the emissions
from automotive paved the way to
nanotechnology in emission system.
Nanotechnology and automotive
emission control:
Nanotechnology contributes
essential improvement possibilities
for the development of solutions to
environmental pollution. Properties
that are unique to nanomaterials are
small size and lightweight with high
surface area. These properties have
brought nanomaterials in the field of
emission control as a replacement for
conventional gas adsorption. They
also exhibit an improved selectivity
and sensitivity. Compared to natural
adsorbents, nanomaterials can boost the attention
in regard to their high reactive sorption capacity,
fast reaction rate and their notable improvement in
the durability of the adsorbent and minimal energy
requirement.
One approach that holds great assurance for reducing
emissions into the atmosphere is carbon capture and
storage (CCS) using nano-membrane-filter. Under this
technology, up to 90% of the carbon dioxide (CO2)
emitted is captured and converted into by-products
and productive chemicals, such as synthesized gas,
methanol, and carbonates. It is also used for enhancing
oil recovery (EOR).
Increasing concentration of anthropogenic CO2 is the
main cause for greenhouse effect (figure 1) and global
warming. Therefore, carbon capture and storage (CCS)
has gained significance.
Nanotechnology can also be used as a fuel additive.
Fuel additive is used as a catalyst for combustion that
leads to the reduction in the formation of tar, ash,
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Fig:1, Source: IPCC (2014) based on
global emissions from 2010.

soot, and clinker establishing complete combustion.
This helps to improve fuel consumption and overall
combustion efficiency. Nanotechnology is also helpful in
minimization of engine friction, which will result in fuel
economy.
Thus, in brief the strategies to reduce emissions from
automotive using nanotechnology are:
• Nanoparticle-Membrane Filtration
• Nanoparticles as a fuel additive
• Nanoparticles as a coolant additive
Nanoparticle-Membrane Filtration:
Nanomembrane-sieve embedded with nanoparticles
reduce emissions from the automotive exhaust. This
membrane is placed in the exhaust complex of the
automobile. It helps in trapping the detrimental gases.
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separation of fluids especially gases, for the reason that

The different types of nanomembrane filters for
insulating glass are:

they demand minimal energy requirements. Moreover,

• 3A desiccant-used as a drying agent,

the lifetime of nanomembrane is quite high.

• 4A desiccant-used in drug packing, electrical
components,

Nano-membranes seem to be more promising for the

Nitrogen dioxide and carbon dioxide have different

• 5A desiccant-used in the removal of hazardous gases
and CO2.
Adsorption and absorption are often used to capture
CO2 from vent gases, but absorption has demerits
such as absorbent consumption due to high volatility,
instrument erosion due to high alkalinity, and soaring
energy consumption for regeneration. In contrast,
adsorption employing solid adsorbents are free from
these demerits and unveils a promising application for
capturing carbon.
Figure 2.1 Represents
the porous membrane of
zeolites. Oxygen atoms
in red and silicon atoms
in tan.

Figure 2.2 Represents
the cavities of figure 2.1.
Which molecules pass
through the membrane
and which molecules
the membrane absorbs
depends upon the shape
and size of the cavities.

Source: Berkeley Lab (www.nanowerk.com)
molecular sizes. With the help of this size difference,
nitrogen and carbon oxides can be separated.
Some potential nanomaterials for CO2 capture are
divided into four categories, namely

Nanoparticles as Fuel additives:
Chiefly, greenhouse effect gets its major contribution
from soot emissions, which are a result of incomplete
combustion. These soot particles can be pruned in a
much easier way than carbon dioxide emissions, by
bringing fuel additives into play, which help to foster
combustion.
For example: EeFuel, F2-21, are known to be non-fossil
and non-toxic fuel additives that enhance mileage by
10% to 20%. They stabilize the burn rate in addition to
swift the amount of fuel burnt.
Few examples of nano additives for fuel.
Aluminium Nanoparticles:

• Nanocrystalline particles
• Nano-hollow structured materials
• Nanoporous materials
• Nanocomposite materials
For example, in the case of nanoporous materials, MgO
solution perforated into a hard, porous carbon template,
was able to adsorb CO2 (32.9mg/g) about 10 times
higher than conventional mesoporous silica(20.7mg/g).
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) showed higher CO2
adsorption capacity with the surface area with activated
carbon. Widely used nanosorbents in nanomembrane
filters are zeolites and metal oxides such as MgO, CuO,
CaO, ZnO, etc. They adsorb the gases and convert into
useful products like formic acid, ethanol, carbonates,
and bicarbonates.
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Figure 3. Microexplosion generated by nano-Al droplet.
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Aluminium is well known for its ability to increase the
combustion efficiency and power output of engines
concerning to its high combustion energy. Aluminium
nanoparticles help in the generation of micro explosions
(figure 3) during combustion. This aids the mixing
of air and fuel leading to more efficient and cleaner
combustion.
Cerium Oxide Nanoparticles:
Cerium oxide donates reactive oxygen species (singlet
oxygen) from its lattice structure, which aids to catalyze
combustion reactions. The surface area plays a key role
in this catalytic activity. Henceforth, nanoparticles are
preferred to larger particles.
It has been observed that the pressure in the
combustion chamber gradually reduces by the addition
of cerium oxide, which further reduces the NOx
emissions. The combustion reactions thus become
more efficient. The unburnt hydrocarbons and soot
can be decomposed by the addition of cerium oxide
nanoparticles to fuel. This leads to a reduced amount
of fuel used in addition to the reduced amount of
pollutants emitted.
Cobalt Oxide Nanoparticles:
The oxygen atoms in cobalt oxide (Co3O4) particles are
much similar to that of cerium oxide. This results in a
cleaner combustion and thus emissions are reduced.
The cobalt nanoparticles also lend a helping hand
to reduce NOX production. This is predominantly
noteworthy in case of biodiesel combustion, as biodiesel
fuels are vulnerable to high NOX emissions.

Magnesium-Aluminium Nanoparticles:
Magnalium nanoparticles find similarity with aluminium
nanoparticles in regard to the purpose they serve.
Magnalium nanoparticles behave as a heat sink inside
the combustion chamber, which helps to reduce
the overall temperature inside the chamber and
consequently reduces NOX emissions. They also help in
avoiding hotspots.
Nanotechnology in an automotive engine cooling
system:
The addition of nanoparticles such as Al2O3, CuO, SiO2,
SiC, TiO2, etc. to water (coolant) can enhance the rate of
heat transfer in an automobile radiator. The amount of
nanoparticle added to the coolant (water) decides the
degree of the heat transfer enhancement.
At a concentration level of 1 vol.% Al2O3, the heat
transfer enhances about 40% to 45% in comparison with
the original fluid. Whereas at a concentration level of
10 vol% Al2O3, heat transfer enhances about 94%. The
optimum enhancement in heat transfer rate was about
30% and 20% for SiO2 and TiO2 nanofluids respectively.
Heat transfer enhancement up to an optimum of
about 50% can be obtained compared to the original
coolant. But the complication of pressure drop limits
the efficiency of the cooling network. Hence, the
achievement of optimum performance of the cooling
system is possible at low concentration of nanoparticles
(< 1%).
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Stratasys looks to transform India Auto Inc with 3D printing

A metal 3D printer; Audi is among the global OEMs which are
benefiting from Stratasys’ 3D printing technologies.

Among the megatrends that have gripped the auto industry
is that of 3D printing. For Stratasys, the global 3D printing
company which sees automotive as a growth frontier,
currently has the mobility sector contributing nearly 60
percent of its total India business from both OEMs and Tier 1
and 2 suppliers. Stratasys 3D printing products are used for
rapid prototyping, tooling, jigs and fixtures, and production
parts, both in the vehicle interior and exterior.
Initially operating in India as a liaison office for 18 years,
Stratasys set up a wholly owned subsidiary in 2015 when
it saw rapid growth and growth potential in the Indian
auto industry. At present it has up two modern experience
centres, one each in Bangalore and NCR, equipped with
high-class production and 3D printing facilities. Of its
diverse customer base in India which has grown to over 600
customers, automotive clientele comprise passenger car,
two-wheeler and commercial vehicle OEMs as well as Tier 1
and 2 suppliers.
Speaking to Autocar Professional, Rajiv Bajaj, managing
director, Stratasys India, said, “India is one of the largest and
fastest growing automotive markets globally and we have
participated well in this growth. We work with all the key
OEMs, Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers, enabling them on additive
manufacturing.”
As customers the world over turn more demanding, the
auto industry is pushing for speedier time to market for
new products and variants, eye-catching design and niche
models too. As a result, OEMs are exploring different tools
to help them tackle these complexities in as smooth a
manner as possible.
“The new product development program cycle is falling
rapidly from 36 months to nearly 18 months. It is not just
the OEMs but suppliers too have to play an equal role in
prototyping products speedily, compressing their product
development phase. Also, the auto sector has seen a shift in
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trends where suppliers used to manufacture a product from
an OEM’s design. This is no longer the case now; suppliers
have to play an integral role in designing the component
they make,” elaborates Bajaj.
EVOLVED TECHNOLOGY
The past decade has seen significant advances in additive
manufacturing 3D printing technologies. 3D printers have
become necessary to manufacture newer, cleaner, lighter
and safer products at lower costs and short lead times.
Globally, Stratasys has a strong foothold and is the official
supplier of 3D printing solutions to the McLaren Honda
Formula 1 team. McLaren uses Stratasys’ innovative FDM
and Polyjet-based 3D printing solutions and cutting-edge
materials for visual and functional prototyping, production,
tooling including composite tooling and customised
production parts. This accentuates the manufacturing
operations as well as McLaren cars’ performance and
productivity.
Stratasys’ partnership with Audi, which has recently
adopted full-colour Stratasys 3D printers, will use them to
prototype tail-light covers. Traditionally, Audi used milling
or moulding to produce individual colored parts that had
to be assembled as they couldn’t be produced in one piece,
making it a time-intensive process. 3D printing has helped
here.
With the advancement in machines, material and capabilities
in terms of accuracies with a 3D printer, customers have
begun using the technology beyond R&D centres. Premium
car makers like BMW and Volvo today use the technology
on the shopfloor; here Stratasys says it has multiple success
stories of the technologies in terms of OEMs being able to
compress their cycle times by 10-90 percent as compared
to the traditional methods used earlier. In this process,
customers have got benefits such as lighter parts, more
ergonomic-friendly and easy to handle parts.
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Products in vivid colours and small batches are possible in the world of 3D printing.

The second area of adoption for 3D printing is jigs,
fixtures and tooling for the shopfloor. The third area and
a rapidly developing one is the end-use parts which are
called ‘production parts’ directly manufactured using 3D
printing and put on vehicles running on the road. This is
proving ideal for performance racing vehicle design and for
producing a new variant in between races.

“We are an integral part of the product development
process and are working with Indian OEMs on almost
every new program which is going to be launched in the
next 2-3 years. Also, in the upcoming BS VI migration, our
technologies are complementary for companies to get their
solutions right in the shortest possible manner,” says Bajaj.

German conglomerate Siemens and Stratasys have
partnered on a robotic 3D demonstrator, where they
integrate Siemens Digital Factory solutions with
Stratasys’ additive manufacturing solutions with a goal of
incorporating additive manufacturing into the traditional
manufacturing workflow.

3D products, typically manufactured in a few thousands, are
useful for batch or sample production and won’t replace a
million pieces churned out by injection moulding or by other
process. However, this helps in manufacturing products
when the demand is for speedy supply of customisable
products/components, in a day or two, and shipped directly
to the customer, who has a role in designing the part.

“In advancements in material like carbon fibre and
composites, and the capabilities that we offer, this become a
super tool for automakers to think innovatively, and replace
some parts with 3D printed components,” says Bajaj.
DEMAND GROWING GRADUALLY IN INDIA
Stratasys India says acceptance of 3D printing is growing
in India, albeit slowly. While the company has not shared
its customer list, some of the success stories include PV
market leader Maruti Suzuki which has used its technologies
in its popular Vitara Brezza SUV. Similarly, Hero MotoCorp
has been an early adopter of 3D printing and Tier I supplier
Elofic Industries has benefited in its product development
too. By adopting 3D printing in its product development,
CV major Ashok Leyland has drastically reduced prototype
development time from 90 days to 52 hours to meet CMVR
regulations.
“The big opportunity for 3D printing in the auto industry
exists in design. The freedom of design capabilities that this
technology offers is immense. It is very versatile technology
and there are few areas where it is not being used,” says
Bajaj.
Today, 3D printing is mostly used at the rapid prototyping
stage but there is huge scope to expand it into other critical
areas like jigs and fixtures and production parts. Stratasys
says while global automakers have done just this, Indian
industry is beginning to recognise the benefits. This presents
a huge opportunity for Stratasys in India where the use till
now has largely been in the prototyping area.
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Currently, Stratasys India mostly works with its automotive
clientele in interior and exterior parts, along with lighting
products. “In India, we are present in shopfloor, prototyping
and production parts. We foresee rapid growth in the near
term and our focus remains on the automotive industry,”
says Bajaj. The results are there to see because over the past
three years, it has notched high double-digit growth. It is
optimistic about even higher growth in the next 3-5 years as
industry takes to 3D printing faster in a disruptive age.
Bangalore-based
Stratasys India,
which is seeing
growing acceptance
of the technology,
believes it can help
industry go from the
design
studio to the factory
floor in a fraction
of the time it takes
other development
processes. Kiran
Bajad reports.
Article courtesy:
Autocar
Professional

THE 3D ADVANTAGE
• According to Stratasys, OEMs and
suppliers are able to compress
their traditional production cycle
times by 10-90 percent.
• Industry can produce lighter, more
ergonomic-friendly and easy to
handle parts.
• Compared to conventional
machining, 3D printed jigs and
fixtures take 1/4 th of the time,
and aren’t more expensive or time
consuming for complex designs.
• With additive manufacturing, it’s
now possible to make customised,
low-volume production parts.
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Boosting Engine performance using DLC coatings

Fig.1. Ternary phase diagram of sp3, sp2 and hydrogen content of DLC (image: Liskiewicz et al, 2007)

“The company has reduced friction by approximately
40% compared to conventional engines”
Since the induction of internal-combustion (IC)
engine, as a leading source of power and operations in
transportation and industrial sectors, reduction in wear
and power optimization has always been a foremost
area of interest for researchers all around the world.
The modified forms of IC engines have moved a far
from it was at emergence with improved machining and
assembly techniques, better designs with lesser dynamic
contacts and the most important improvement in oils
and oil filters that has resulted in efficient versatile
engines with longer operation life. However, there are
still grey areas those can be improved to accelerate the
wear reduction in these power source machines.
The use of lubricating oils prepared by Fisher-Tropsch
process, known as Synthetic Oils, is now days the most
widely used method for intrinsic wear reduction in
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engines. Synthetic Oils are basically long uniform chains
of hydrocarbons, perfectly blended with performance
additives which enhance the surface adhesion, resulting
in wear abatement. However, a newer way for engine
wear reduction has evolved, in research for last few
decades which is the use of advanced nano coatings,
prior to installation, on the mating parts.
Due to many variants, chemical and structural flexibility
among all the nano-coatings that we have today, DLC
(Diamond like Carbon) has fascinated many researchers
and automobile industries. It has good tribological
characteristics with better aesthetic value. DLC is a
blanket term portraying wide range of amorphous
carbon in there sp2 and sp3 hybridisation state (fig.1).
Significant sub classes of DLC comprise of amorphous
carbon (a-C) and tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C)
besides hydrogenated network of carbon with hydrogen
(a-C:H and ta-C:H) as shown in fig.2.
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Fig.2. Classification of DLC coating
Due to remarkable tribological properties, DLC coating
used in mating parts like valve train components etc.
can produce reduction in friction upto 40% and checks
the damage from knocking and hot-spots by providing a
thermal barrier film, especially on the piston. The typical
coefficient of friction (CoF) of DLC coating is in the
range of 0.1 to 0.2 and even below 0.01 with self-mating
surfaces. Many researchers have found DLC coating
deposited on various aluminum alloys used in auto
industry, to be quiet efficient in wear reduction.
Researchers have found that the causes of friction in
DLC interfacial layers are covalent bond interactions,
Vander Waals forces, capillary forces, π-π* interactions
(at graphitic carbons i.e. sp2 bonded carbon) and
some unbounded σ bonds. The eradication of these
interactions results in minimal frictional forces. In the
case of hydrogenated DLC coatings, the presence of
hydrogen, in both the atomic as well as molecular
form, in the matrix passivises these interactions. For
non-hydrogenated DLC coatings, the free hanging
carbon atoms are passivised by water molecules,
oxygen and hydrogen atoms or even oil molecules from
surroundings, which lower the CoF and reduce wear at
the interface of mating surfaces.
The tribological behaviour of DLC coating is extremely
responsive to hybridisation of carbon atoms. The rate of
wear depends on the ratio of sp3/sp2 content present in
the coating. Higher the sp3 (tetrahedral structure, that
is of diamond) content, more is the hardness and hence
wear resistance. Among all types, ta-C has highest
percentage of sp3 content (80% to 88%) i.e. hardest
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whereas a-C with lowest (5%) i.e. softest. Further, it is
found that because of heating induced due to friction,
few hydrogen depletion regions are formed that acts as
hot spots for graphitization leading to the formation of
sp2 form which may reduce hardness and lowers CoF,
making the coating softer.
In order to provide impedance to this conversion and
enhance the wear properties of DLC coating, now days,
the coating is modified by doping it with different
metals and non-metals. Non-metals like Silicon(Si),
Fluorine(F) and Nitrogen(N) and metals such as
Titanium(Ti), Tungsten(W), Chromium(Cr), Tantalum(Ta),
Niobium(Nb) and Zirconium(Zr) promotes adhesion
with base metals, significantly improves wear resistance,
enhances durability, increases the hardness and
toughness and reduces internal stresses in the coating.
Researchers have found addition of Cr in DLC coating
enhances the thermal stability of Cr-DLC coating with a
stable CoF.
Most of the results and finding associated with DLC
coatings are yet at research stage and is adopted by
only a few companies in application. To name a single,
Nissan Motor Corporation Ltd. has acknowledged the
characteristics of DLC coating and has introduced Nanotechnology based ultra-low friction technology. The
company has reduced friction by approximately 40%
compared to conventional engines, by generating an
ultra-low friction film of few nanometers on the top of
non-hydrogenated DLC coating that is a modification to
standard DLC coatings (fig.3a – 3b.).
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Fig.3. a) Road map of low friction achieved with DLC coating (image reproduce: Courtesy of NISSAN MOTOR Co., LTD)

Fig.3. b) Comparison of DLC + engine oil coating with standard coating (image reproduced: Courtesy of NISSAN MOTOR Co., LTD)

With increasing need of power there is always a need of better methods to reduce the losses due to friction and
wear which could refine our power sources for optimum use of available resources and advanced nano composite
coatings like DLC are a step closer in same direction.

Author: Sukhinderpal Singh is presently working as Assistant Professor in
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering of prestigious institute named Guru Nanak
Dev Engineering College at Ludhiana, Punjab. His area of interest is oriented
to surface engineering and material sciences specially advancement in nano
coatings, composites and cryogenic treatment of materials.
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Volvo Electric articulated buses being tested in
Gothenburg, Sweden – operations started in June

Starting June, regular traffic with electrified buses
expanded in Gothenburg, Sweden. Two prototype allelectric articulated buses were tested on part of Route 16,
which has frequent departures and carries a large number
of passengers. The trial is being run within the framework
of ElectriCity, which since 2015 has been running electrified
buses in demo traffic on Route 55 in Gothenburg.
“By expanding the demonstration arena and testing highcapacity electric articulated buses on a route that carries
many passengers, we can give more people in Gothenburg
an attractive alternative to taking their own cars. The new
all-electric buses are far quieter than diesel buses, they
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emit absolutely no exhaust gases, and they are designed
for smooth and comfortable travel. They will also form an
important basis for decisions about future investments in
electric buses,” says Lars Holmin, chairman of public
transport company Västtrafik.
The two new additions that will become operational this
summer are 18.7 metre long articulated buses with space
for up to 135 passengers, of whom 38 seated. The buses
feature four double doors, large unobstructed floor
surfaces and ergonomically designed bars, grab-handles
and backrests for standing passengers. The designers also
focused on creating a colour-matched interior with suitable
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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lighting. The idea is that a large number of passengers will
be able to quickly board and exit the bus at every stop. On
board there is free wi-fi, charging points for mobile
phones, and enhanced traffic information.

batteries are dimensioned so the buses can run without

In addition to the vehicles themselves, a lot of attention
has been spent on developing information on board the
buses, with new types of screens both inside and
outside being tested. Moreover, the bus stops at
Eriksbergstorget and Lindholmen will have added
weather protection. At two bus stops, Eriksbergstorget
and Sahlgrenska University Hospital, there will be
charging stations. These stations are based on the
common OppCharge system interface, so they can also
be used by electric buses from other manufacturers.

route or when the buses return to the depot,” says Håkan

Between 14 and 21 June, the new electric buses operated
on the “Volvo Ocean Race route” between Nordstan and
Frihamnen in the city centre in conjunction with the
various activities linked to the race. From 25 June the
buses operated on Route 16, between Eriksbergstorget
and Nordstan in the mornings and evenings, and
between Eriksbergstorget and Sahlgrenska hospital
during the day. Operation will be handled by Transdev,
which already provides bus services on the regular
Route 16.

community, industry and society, where new solutions for

“Route 16 is one of the lines that transports most
passengers in Gothenburg, giving us the opportunity to
truly put the technology to the test. For instance, the

Lindholmen Science Park, Göteborg Energi, Ericsson,
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needing a recharging break during peak hours. Instead,
recharging will take place when there is less traffic, either
at one of the two charging stations now being built on the
Agnevall, President Volvo Buses, and continues:
“Electric buses are quiet and emission-free, and create new
opportunities for urban planning. It feels particularly good
to be able to help reduce the noise level at Sahlgrenska
hospital.”
Facts, ElectriCity
The new electrically powered articulated buses are part of
ElectriCity, a partnership being jointly run by the research
next-generation sustainable urban traffic are developed,
demonstrated and evaluated. The articulated bus project is
being driven by the Volvo Group, Västtrafik, the City of
Gothenburg, Göteborg Energi and Transdev.
ElectriCity brings together the project’s partners – the
Volvo Group, Region Västra Götaland, Västtrafik, the City
of Gothenburg, Chalmers University of Technology, the
Swedish Energy Agency, Johanneberg Science Park,
Älvstranden Utveckling, Keolis, Akademiska Hus and
Chalmersfastigheter.
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SURVIVAL OF IC ENGINES
In the 21st century, the known topic in the discussion is
the energy conservation. With the major doubt being
how we can efficiently use our conventional resources
to preserve them as well as increase the potential of
non-conventional resources for the upcoming future
generation. The manufacturers are constantly putting
their efforts to save their place in the market by
enhancing their capabilities as well as efficiencies to
share the exciting experience which the modern electric
engine lacks.

from the conventional IC engine. The answer is that

The very first question rising in every human mind is
that why we (Petrol heads) are not able to makeshift

economy figures and performance characteristics, much

we have such a wonderful experience whether it
is the amusing punchline of the superchargers or
turbochargers or the cracking noise of the exhaust
bubbles which make automobiles a continuous
adventure.
Various manufacturers are testing their productionready prototypes which are tested for their fuel
as the few technologies are listed below:

1: SPCCI ENGINE:

Fig1.SPCCI Engine

MAZDA’s New Commercial Engine SKYLINE ACTIVE-X
as shown above in fig1. is the first production engine to
employ gasoline compression – ignition combustion using
the technology Spark Controlled Compression Ignition
(SPCCI) which is launched in the beginning of 2018. It is a
2.0 litre 4 cylinder engine which delivers 190HP and 207
lb-ft. of torque. The compression ratio of 15.0: 1 is achieved
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using ultra-lean air-fuel mixture ratio (so lean that it cannot
be ignited by a spark).
The baffle on the Intake port introduces swirl motion
whose main purpose is to make the charge homogeneous
and a second fuel injection activates after the compression
of the mixture which is accompanied by the spark plug
which achieves both the characteristics of diesel as well
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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as gasoline engine (controlled multi-point combustion)
whose nature of combustion is as shown in fig.2 below,
It helps in delivering the wide torque bandwidth as well as

its power is enhanced using gasoline and it also reduces
vibrations and noise which are major issues of conventional
diesel engines. It is the production-ready prototype of the

Fig2. Nature of Combustion in SPCCI Engine

Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engine which faces problems like pre-ignition and knocking.
NISSAN’s luxury vehicle division INFINITI also developed an advanced unit infinity recently reveals its variable
2: VC TURBO (VARIABLE COMPRESSION TURBO):

Fig3. Cross-Section of VC TURBO Crankcase
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compression ratio engine also known as VC Turbo.
The pioneering new VC Turbo powertrain represents
a leap forward for engine development. It is also a 2.0
litre 4 Cylinder engine. It has the mechanism to vary
its compression ratio from 8:1 to 14:1 which can alter
continuously in between according to their common
conditions. It produces 268 HP and 280 lb-ft. of torque. It
alters the compression ratio by the advanced mechanical
setup (fig.4) consisting of an electric motor controlled
rotating unit called harmonic drive which is further
connected by an actuator arm and control shaft is
provided to connect the actuator arm to the multilink by
varying the coordinates of the multilink.

with the help of a pre-combustion chamber which
ignites a small amount of rich air-fuel mixture to help in
the combustion of the lean air-fuel mixture in the main
cylinder.

Fig5. Mercedes Hybrid Engine

Fig4. Actuator Link Mechanism

It can aberrate to the angle by which the rotational
motion of the connecting rod is carried out by altering
the angle of connecting rod which further results in
varying the compression ratio of the engine. The
automakers also claim the specific layout of the engine
internals and its reciprocating motion makes it smoother
than conventional In-line engines and even matches
the lower noises and vibrations of some 6 Cylinder V engines. It also doesn’t require balance shafts as needed
in conventional engines contributing to a lot more
lighter and compact in nature.
3: Motor Generator Unit Heat (MGUH):
From the Revolutionary response from Formula1 (F1)
championship Mercedes claim that their new engine
(Fig.5) can achieve the thermal efficiency up to 50%

The flame produced by the ignition system in the precombustion chamber travels in to the main cylinder
to ignite lean mixture in the main cylinder and this
technology also have MGUH (Motor Generator Unit
Heat) which uses the turbocharger to spin up the
electric motor used to charge the battery pack which
in turn is used to deliver power to the rear wheels by
an electric motor which In turn uses the waste energy
of exhaust to the useful energy by the electric motor
although it comes with the disadvantages such as
increase in weight as well as increase in cost.
In Conclusion, IC engines are although struggling from
performance as well as emission point of the view but
due to the continuous efforts by car manufacturers,
they are competing against electric vehicles. We (Petrol
heads) rely on cracking noises as well as driving fun
whereas Manufactures like Tesla are reaching their
new limits who recently developed vehicles like Tesla
Roadster which is capable of achieving 60 mph within
1.9 seconds and top speed of 250+ mph which is setting
new level of competency to the survival of IC engines
further whereas handling is the most desirable factor in
electric cars due to its lower center of gravity.

Author: Mr. Rohit Mattu, Student, Undergraduate
in Mechanical Engineering, Jawaharlal Nehru
Government Engineering College, Sundernagar,
Mandi (Himachal Pradesh).
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Special
UPDATE
An Overview on FISITA 2018 World Automotive Congress
INDIA @ Chennai
FISITA 2018 in Chennai

consisting of top Industry leaders in the country has set

It was proud moment for SAEINDIA when we won the bid
for hosting FISITA World Automotive Congress in INDIA,
four years ago. Since its inception in 1948, 37th edition of
this biennial event is happening for the first time in India.

new benchmarks with their untiring efforts to make FISITA
2018, a world class event.
PLENARY & TECHNICAL SESSIONS
The plenary sessions will be on: Electric Mobility,

FISITA – International Federation of Automotive

Connected Mobility, Autonomous Mobility, Shared

Engineering societies has 37 member countries throughout

Mobility & Panel discussion on Policy Framework for

the world. FISITA World Automotive Congress is the most

Disruptive Technologies

coveted event organised by FISITA in collaboration with
the host country society, leading to a congregation of
industry leaders and experts from the automotive industry
and academia worldwide.

The Plenary session will be addressed by international
experts like Prof. Helmut List – AVL , Mr Dan Nicholson
(General Motors, USA), Dr Anand Gopal (Velodyne Lidar),
Dr Rainer Kallenbach (BOSCH), Dr. Sumantran (Celeris

FISITA 2018 has a host of events happening spread over 4

Technologies), Dr. Pawan Goenka (Mahindra & Mahindra)

days starting from 2nd October 2018 till 5th October 2018

Dr Frank Zhao ( Tsinghua University), Mr Deepak Bagla

at Chennai Trade Centre, Chennai, focussing on the theme

(Invest India), Mr Eric Schaffler (Accenture Technologies

“Disruptive Technologies for Affordable and Sustainable

France), Dr K T Rama Rao (Industries Minister, Telangana

Mobility”. There will be 5 Plenary Sessions, 2 Leader’s

Government) to mention only a few.

Forum, 1 Educators Forum and 75 parallel technical
sessions. There is also a Technology Theatre focusing on
latest Technology Demonstration.

Leaders Forum has been designed to invite leaders from
industry to share their views on topics revolving around
the theme to debate and conclude on the challenges.

For the last 4 years, the steering Committee under the

Various Industry leaders have been invited to share their

chairmanship of Dr Aravind Bharadwaj with members from

expertise in the form of panel discussion with a moderator

across the world, has been guiding the organizing team in

from Automotive magazines so that discussion is

every step of the event preparation. Our Patron, Dr Pawan

purposeful and directed towards logical growth of thought

Goenka has been the true inspiration for the whole team to

leading to clear cut recommendations for industry and

dream big and achieve big. The organizing Committee

policy makers to cope with disruptive environment.

Leaders Forum Topic

Leaders Forum Topic
Dr. Andreas Lauermann (President & Managing Director)-Volkswagen

Is IC Engine Dead?

Dr. Uwe Dieter Grebe (Global Business Development - AVL)-AVL
Mr. Rafiq Somani-Ansys
Mr. Brian McMurray (Whole time Director GM Tech India) -GM
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UPDATE
Leaders Forum Topic
Key International
Technology
Disruption of the
Next Five Years:
Shared, Connected,
Autonomous,
Electric...

Leaders Forum Topic
Mr. Yukio Yoshida -Toyota
Mr. Jan Oliver Rohrl (Wholetime Director - Bosch Limited)-Bosch
Mr. Prashanth Doreswamy (President & MD)-Continental
Dr. Alexander Haegele (Director Car Chassis Technology Development Chassis Systems)ZF Germany

11 Technical Session Halls will witness, 75 Technical sessions

Connected, Autonomous and Shared mobility bringing the

overall with 305 technical papers and 70 keynote speeches

key stake holders to address the issues and concerns for

from domain experts of the session topic. These 305

durable solutions. This event is also expected to arrive at

Technical papers were selected after scrutinising over 1300

the solutions to open challenges and questions in front of

Abstracts received across the world by the Technical

Automotive Industry. This congregation would result in the

Committee with the support of over 100 Reviewers.

highest level of synergy between Indian IT & Automotive

CONCLUSION:

Technology experts with Global Technology leaders and

Without any doubt, FISITA World Automotive Congress

accelerate the disruptions to make the vehicles sustainable

2018 will set a new landmark for the automotive industry in

and affordable to the consumers.

India in collaboration with world technology leaders, taking

- N Balasubramanian , Chair-Organizing Committee, FISITA

the industry forward in the emerging areas of Electric,

2018 World Automotive Congress
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Volvo demonstrates autonomous bus

Starting on June 15 and throughout the Volvo Ocean Race

bus is equipped with sensors that maintain a constant

competition in Gothenburg, Sweden, the pioneering

watch around the vehicle. Information from the sensors is

autonomous Volvo bus will be shown to specially invited

used to navigate the vehicle, and also in the future to

guests. The prototype is based on Volvo’s commercially

prevent incidents and accidents by identifying objects

produced electric city bus, which has been modified for

approaching the bus, adjusting its speed accordingly or

autonomous operation. At the demo event there will be

stopping the bus. The autonomous bus is designed for

presentations to show how this technology can contribute

gentle driving so that its operation is as energy-efficient,

to safer and more comfortable travel as well as more

environmentally friendly and economical as possible.

efficient handling of vehicles in the depot.

“The technology also permits more efficient vehicle

“With low noise level and emission-free operation, electric

handling when the bus is not in traffic operation. With

bus systems provide an excellent alternative for attractive

autonomous buses depot staff can focus on service and

and sustainable public transport. With various degrees of

maintenance instead of having to charge the batteries,

automation, we can make even further progress regarding

drive to the bus wash and park the bus. Tomorrow’s buses

safety, comfort and efficiency. Leveraging Volvo Group

will be able to do all this on their own,” relates Håkan

technologies, we will demonstrate these opportunities for

Agnevall.

the future during the Volvo Ocean Race,” says Håkan

The autonomous bus will also be used for research into bus

Agnevall, President Volvo Buses.

platooning, where buses drive in close convoy in urban

The autonomous 12-metre bus is designed to give its

traffic.

passengers a safe and comfortable ride. It is programmed

“Volvo has been a pioneer within high capacity transport

to accelerate and brake gently and smoothly when starting

systems based on buses, so called Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).

off and stopping. At bus stops, the bus always halts in

Now we take the next step by using automation to

exactly the same position, with the same gap between the

wirelessly connect the buses to bus trains with high

bus and the platform for convenient entry and exit. The

flexibility”, says Håkan Agnevall.
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“Electric bus systems provide an
attractive alternative to rail bound
solutions in the cities’ future public
transport
Over the next two years the bus will
be used in two automotive research
projects – FFI’s Autonomous City
Buses project and KRABAT. FFI is the
Strategic Vehicle Research and
Innovation Programme, a cooperative
venture between the automotive
industry and the Swedish state.
KRABAT is part of the Swedish
government’s joint programme
entitled “Next-generation travel and
transport”, financed partly by Vinnova
through Drive Sweden.
Earlier this year Volvo Buses launched
a joint autonomous electric bus
project with the leading Nanyang
Technological University (NTU) in
Singapore for developing and trialling
autonomous buses in Singapore.
Volvo Group has previously
demonstrated autonomous vehicles
for mining and refuse operations.
The autonomous Volvo bus is
presented within the framework of
ElectriCity’s participation at the Volvo
Ocean Race. ElectriCity is a joint
project between the research
community, industry and the City of
Gothenburg, where new solutions for
next-generation sustainable urban
traffic are being developed,
demonstrated and evaluated.
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FEATURE
ZF’s mobility solutions

By offering new mobility solutions for CVs, ZF wants to play the role of a full-range systems supplier.

Commercial Vehicles (CVs) the world over are changing. As
a reflection of the country’s economy, and as an important
contributor to the nation’s GDP, CVs are changing. Some of
the changes may be dictated by regulations, a lot more are
influenced by the changing market requirements. Looking
at such developments as an opportunity, ZF
Friedrichshafen AG (ZF), by offering new mobility solutions for CVs, wants to play the role of a full-range systems
supplier. At its technology day in Germany recently, WolfHenning Scheider, CEO, ZF Friedrichshafen AG, announced
that his company’s strategic focus is to be a systems provider that shapes ‘Next Generation Mobility’. “In an increasingly complex technology environment, companies that
can quickly offer perfectly harmonised subsystems or complete systems solutions have a distinct advantage. This is
how we have aligned our Group’s strategy,” he added.
Highlighting the Group’s technological prowess in the area
of automation, electro-mobility, vehicle motion control and
integrated safety, ZF is working with CV OEMs (through its
subsidiaries and its manufacturing footprint the world
over) with the intention to help them to succeed in their
journey to the new age of mobility.
Presenting its comprehensive approach to the future of
54 SEPTEMBER 2018

mobility in CVs by understanding as well as accounting for
changing trends in logistics, ZF has introduced a people
and cargo mover called e.GO Mover in collaboration with
Aachen-based e.GO Mobile AG. Designed and developed
to address the urban mobility needs of the future, the e.GO
Mover is a self-driving, electrically powered, cloud-connected vehicle that can transport as many as 15 people (10
sitting and five standing), making on-demand pickups and
drop-offs in urban areas while running on a battery that
can last up to 10 hours and span up to 100 miles. A product
of e.GO Moove GmbH, a joint venture between ZF’s subsidiary Zukunft and e.GO, the e.GO Mover could also move
cargo along with people or apart from them, and employs
ZF’s ProAI central computer (using artificial intelligence)
and sensors which enable automated driving. Highly modular in nature, the e.GO Mover may look like a modern bus
on the outside as it carries people, is actually a combination of technologies – traditional and new age, that look at
eliminating CO2 emissions and traffic congestion. The series production of the autonomous vehicles is scheduled to
begin in Aachen, Germany, next year. Initially, the vehicle
will be manually-driven with some level of autonomous
technology.
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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Electric axle
Playing a key role in the development
of autonomous vehicles like e.GO
Mover that threaten to disrupt the
way people movers (essentially buses), mono-rails, metros, and trucks
have been looked at, ZF is investing in
technology such that it is able to
seamlessly integrate sensors, control
units and other elements that control
vehicle motion, and make it ‘intelligent’. Focusing on four fields – automated driving, electric drives, integrated safety systems and vehicle
motion control, ZF wants to provide a
comfortable and pleasant driving experience. Having set up an Internet of
Things (IoT) Cloud to enable extensive networking between systems, ZF
is looking at trucks, buses, off-highway vehicles and industrial technology. With the aim to reduce emissions
at the core of all that it is doing, ZF is
developing hybrid and electric drive
solutions like the AVE 130 electric
portal axle and the new CeTrax electric central drive for city buses.
Suitable for use in conventional lowfloor and high-floor platforms as well
as in low-entry electric buses, the AVE
130 electric portal axle has been tested for thousands of kilometers according to Fredrik Staedtler, Head-

The AVE 130 electric portal axle comes laced with advanced inverters, drive control
and full power electronics integrated.

Commercial Vehicle Technology, ZF.
He stated that their electrified portal
axles have begun to pay off.” The
number of volumes of our AVE 130
and tenders are getting bigger,” he
added. Witnessing a rise in demand
for electrified portal axles in Europe,

ZF is receiving tenders ranging between five and 225 in numbers. With
big cities in Eastern and Western
Europe looking at electrifying buses,
ZF is witnessing its portal axles being
tried out in delivery vans as well.

Fredrik Staedtler, Head-Commercial Vehicle Technology, ZF Friedrichshafen AG.
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Designed and developed to address urban mobility needs, the e.GO Mover is a self-driving, electrically powered cloudconnected vehicle.

A 18 m long articulated bus fitted with AVE 130 portal axles
(two in number) and (four) elecric motors (with 125 kW
output and 11000 Nm torque) made for an interesting driving experience. Unlike a conventional IC engine bus, this
one moved away with verve, indicating the availability of
power right from the start. With no combustion process to
take care of, the bus accelerated in near silence, a distant
buzz of the motors the only indicator perhaps. Highlighting
superior comfort, performance and refinement, the 18 m
long articulated bus provided a first hand feel of how it is
to drive an articulated electric bus, and the level of comfort
and convenience it would provide to its commuters.
Making a complete package with advanced inverters, drive
control and full power electronics integrated, ZF’s portal
axle is configured such that a standard articulated bus will
need only one driven AVE 130 electric portal axle. The in57 SEPTEMBER 2018

stallation space required for an the portal axle is the same
as that of a conventional portal axle, and enables CV OEMs
to save costs. Capable of working with a conventional
power source, including batteries, supercaps, fuel cells or
even overhead lines, the AVE 130 portal axle is also suitable for serial hybrid and plug-in versions. It provides
OEMs and public transport operators the flexibility to select power supply.
CeTrax and ReAX EPS
The electric central drive CeTrax for CVs from ZF is a system solution for low-floor and high-floor buses. Built on a
plug-and-drive approach according to Staedtler, CeTrax is
built on a plug-and-drive approach. It is available in midand heavy-range, and can be integrated into existing vehicle platforms without having to make major changes to the
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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chassis, axles, statics or differential.
Leading to a fully electrified CV in
combination with an electric portal
axle, the central drive is configured
with a maximum output of up to 300
kW and a maximum torque of 4,400
Nm. It is intended above all for challenging bus applications and offers
considerable weight advantage as
well as efficiency. Since the delivery
scope of the system package also
covers drive control and inverters,
manufacturers get an optimally finetuned solution that performs, is efficient and lasts long. With CeTrax as a
complete solution, OEMs could save
time and money. They could save
time and money since ZF handles homologation and testing of the drive
system. Apart from buses, CeTrax
could be used to electrify trucks that
perform distribution duties.
Taking the opportunity to unveil ReAX
EPS – marking its world debut, the
fully electric steering system for CVs
eliminates the need for hydraulics and
associated peripherals of a conventional steering system. The ReAX EPS
is based on ZF’s well-established
electro-mechanical steering concept,
which was designed to do duty on
passenger cars. The adaptation to
CVs includes a 70 Nm electric motor,
equipped with an integrated control unit, transmission and sensors. Offering enough assisting
torque that is required to turn
truck wheels without sacrificing the compact dimensions, ReAX EPS creates
more installation space in
the vehicle, useful for other
systems, such as electric
drives that interact with the
new steering system. Capable of
simplifying and accelerating the advance of electrification, including 48volt on-board vehicle power supply
systems and steer-by-wire options
according to Staedtler, ReAX EPS, by
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supporting platooning, could contribute to smooth functioning,
elimination of traffic jams and
electrification advancements.
Being a compact unit, ReAX EPS
could be leveraged for automated
driving. It could be coupled with
electronic controls that allow
for camera, radar and other
inputs that support autonomous driving. Networked
with control electronics
such as the ZF ProAI, environmental sensors and other
vehicle systems, the intelligent steering system is designed to handle many
tasks, ranging from lateral
control to SAE Level 4
automated driving.
The truck could steer
itself on certain sections of the highway
or perform necessary manoeuvres in
the loading area. While the
truck performs autonomously,
the driver could indulge in activities
or rest. Fitted to a DAF truck, ReAX
EPS made for a smooth and comfort-

Making its global debut, the ReAX EPS is
an electro-mechanical steering system
designed for hybrid and electric vehicles
especially.

able drive. With active steering wheel
return to the centre, compensation for
road crown and cross winds, and for
speed dependent assist, the electric
power steering called for much less
effort when negotiating turns and
while manoeuvring in tight spaces.
Surprising was the near passenger
vehicle feel of the steering, and the
smooth assist; devoid of any jerks or
lag. The development of ReAX EPS
was supported by ZF’s acquisition of
TRW according to Staedtler.
TraXon Hybrid and Innovation Truck

The CeTrax electric central drive can be
integrated into existing vehicle platforms.

Fitted with an electric motor TraXon
Hybrid is an AMT unit that adds hybrid functionality to CVs; HCVs especially. Incorporating an interesting
feature called generator mode, which
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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The autonomous terminal yard tractor manoeuvres trailers in defined areas like
warehousing complexes and port terminal areas.

enables the unit to supply power to
other units on a truck like the air-con
of a reefer truck, TraXon Hybrid fitted
on a DAF truck made for some exciting driving experience. Laced with
three fuel saving modes, the truck
smoothly rolled off the line upon releasing the brake pedal.In the speed
shifting mode, the ability to quickly
shift from 10th to 11th gear, and from
11th gear to 12th gear while going up
an incline helped to maintain the momentum. If the feature also helps conserve fuel, what surprised was the
ability of the truck to easily climb gradients in direct or overdrive. The overdrive feature is engineered to be useful during long hauls, and provides
significant reduction in engine speed
while in top gear. Offering a big advantage over manual transmission
that would call for frequent shifting
when negotiating gradients, or in traffic-intensive environments, TraXon
Hybrid on the DAF truck came with a
dual-clutch module. The combination
made for easy downshifts and upshifts under load and without torque
interruption.
Apart from heavy duty trucks, TraXon
hybrid is suitable for coaches as well,
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and where the hybrid drive can offer
the same advantages. Quite modular
in nature, the hybrid AMT will come
equipped with an optional predictive
maintenance function starting in 2019.
This would offer fleet operators the
capability to monitor the condition of
critical individual components such as
the transmission oil or clutch discs via
the Cloud. Maintenance could thus be
planned proactively, further maximising uptime. If the ReAX EPS and
TraXon Hybrid AMT adds to CV automation, ZF through ‘Innovation Truck’
and the ‘Terminal Yard Tractor’ is
leading the charge for automation at
warehousing properties, and at various other places. Averred Staedtler,
“Autonomous vehicles that can see,
think and act are turning the idea of
consistent smart logistics into reality,
at depots and in other specified areas.” “Vehicles like these can prevent
manoeuvring damage and downtime,
and give logistics companies a competitive advantage,” he added.
Drawing attention to tasks like lifting,
shifting and stacking containers,
Staedtler explained that these tasks
consume driver resources the most.
They also cost time, and often lead to

accidents as well as exensive damage.
He pointed at the ZF Innovation Truck
– a hybrid truck based on a heavy
six-wheeler, and carries out all the
tasks that most consume driver resources without the driver. The
‘Terminal Yard Tractor’ at the other
end, operates in the premises of a
warehouse or a port terminal. All that
the driver is required to do is to activate the autonomous driving mode.
The truck will find its way to the target position driving autonomously
and electrically. It will then load the
container. Controlled by the central
computer ZF proAI, the truck, whose
technology is based on a cost-effective, camera-based and laser-supported sensor setup apart from a GPS system, performs tasks quickly, precisely,
and safely. The best part about the
truck is, unlike a human, it does not
suffer from stress, fatigue, distractions, darkness or adverse weather
conditions.
Innovation Van
The Innovation Van is ZF’s idea of automation to fulfill the requirements of
the logistics sector. Using a smart algorithm that takes into account customer requests in real time and by
calculating the most efficient delivery
route, the Innovation Van functions
with level 4 automation. It is designed
and engineered to independently manoeuvre through urban surroundings,
stay on course even if the roads do
not have lane markings, recognise
both traffic lights and road signs, and
react to sudden hazardous situations.
Using ZF sensor set that consists of a
camera, radar and lidar sensors, the
‘Innovation Van’ is completely aware
of its surroundings at all times. It can
recognize and avoid obstacles such as
vehicles double parked. If the tablet-based remote control is particularly helpful for a courier, the vehicle,
using ZF proAI central computer, is
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capable of assuming control, processing the data generated by the sensors
and enabling the vehicle to react appropriately to complex situations.
Equipped with intelligent mechatronic
systems like an electric power steering and Integrated Brake Control
(IBC), which reliably carry out the
central computer’s instructions, the
‘Innovation Van’ could soon begin to
take shape as ZF’s clients look at automating their van portfolios.
Trendsetting cockpit and India focus
To address developments like driving
automation and automation of CV
driver’s workstation, ZF along with
Faurecia has developed a trendsetting
cockpit sans a steering wheel and
pedals. It has three screens. Drivers
can choose where to sit. To be beneficial for van makers who often struggle with right-hand drive and lefthand drive driving configuration, the
trendsetting cockpit has a centrally
positioned touchscreen, which could
be used to initiate turn indicators,
horn and windshield wipers. Getting
rid of the traditional operating and
design elements, the trendsetting
cockpit is supported by ZF’s ProAI
control box, which features AI capabilities. The ProAI, with its open architecture, is scalable. The hardware
components, connected sensor sets,
evaluation software and functional
modules can be adapted to the desired purpose and degree of automation. ZF ProAI for example can
be configured in terms of computer performance for almost any specific requirement profile.
Underlining ZF’s status as a system
supplier for next generation mobility needs, Staedtler opined that the
trendsetting cockpit, or the ReAX
EPS, or the CeTrax are set to drive
electricfication and automation in the
CV space.
Investing in India to leverage local ex60 SEPTEMBER 2018

An articulated bus equipped with two AVE 130 electric portal axles is a fine example of
how electrification and automation can be leveraged.

pertise and problem-solving mindset,
ZF is closely following the changes
that are taking place in the Indian automotive market. Aware of the regulatory changes like crash norms, BSVI
and a scrappage policy for CVs that
could limit their age to 20 years, and
encourage fleet operators to replace
their aging CVs, ZF is bracing itself to
seize new opportunities as they
emerge. Expressed Wilhelm Rehm,

The TraXon Hybrid transmission is aimed
at heavy-duty CVs, and features an
electric motor assist.

Head Corporate Materials
Management, Commercial Vehicle
Technology and Industrial Technology,
and Member of the Board of
Management, ZF Friedrichshafen AG,
“India will shift to BSVI emission
norms in 2020. This will call for highly
efficient drivelines. With this in view,
we are chalking out major plans for
India.” Focusing on its Pune facility to
carry out expansion, ZF is keen to
drive the seatbelt and airbags business in India in the wake of the upcoming safety norms. Looking at providing smart solutions to OEMs
through endeavours like large scale
manufacture, ZF is looking at playing a role of full-range supplier in
India as much as it is in other markets of the world.
Achieving cumulative exports
of parts worth Euro 100 million
(Rs.802 crore) from India, ZF has
doubled its target to Euro 200 million
as far as the Indian operations are
concerned. To achieve the target, the
Group is looking at securing the
Indian supply chain and install a purchasing hub. With a presence at
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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Hyderabad, Pune and Coimbatore, ZF in India, according to
Rehm, is aligning its Indian purchasing hub with Europe.
“We are discussing with our Indian suppliers. India is an
important market for us. We have delivered parts from
India to the US, Germany and to other locations,” he
quipped. Building a small team with focus on four pillars
– supply chain management, Industry 4.0, processes and
digitisation, and training and people development, ZF is
banking on opportunities it has come to witness post the
implementation of GST.

Terming the developments as encouraging, Rehm mentioned that the demand for its transmission technology in
India has increased. “We are doing more volumes,” he
averred. Scouting opportunities as well as analysing the
need to localise, ZF is increasing its footprint (in India). It is
building upon what it has achieved. Clear about being
close to the customer, ZF is focussing on six-speed and
nine-speed manual transmission systems. The Group is
working with its vendors to increase production. It also has
plans to automate transmission systems; to localise chassis

This Iveco XP tractor came fitted with a 12-speed TraXon Hybrid transmission and a ReAX electric power steering.
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hybrids could gain advantage for last mile delivery.
It is also keeping a close
tab on developments like
cities banning combustion
engines, which could give
a strong fillip to electric
trucks and buses.
Operating in India through
two subisdiaries, ZF India
(Pune) and ZF Wind
Power (Coimbatore), and
through five joint ventures
apart from having a technology centre at
Hyderabad, ZF, with sales
of Euro 36.4 billion in
2017, is working to realise
automobiles that can see,
think and act. It is investZF ‘Innovation Van’ is electric in nature and can self-drive.

ing over six per cent of its
sales revenue in research
and development every

components like shock absorbers. Willing to offer all the
technologies in its kitty as per the need, ZF is taking pride
in the fact that it has the right solutions. Claiming to have
developed a wide range of products to satisfy customers,
the Group is keeping a close tab on developments where

year. Pursuing a world without accidents, ZF is pushing advancements in mobility and services to make CVs smart
and intelligent.
Article courtesy: Commercial Vehicle

The ‘Innovation Truck’ is electrically powered and autonomous enough to dock and swap containers as the driver rests.
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Report
Ashok Leyland looks to flex muscle in its bus business

One of the highlights of the Indian
automobile industry’s performance in
the past fiscal and in Q1 FY2019 is the
return of demand to the commercial
vehicle sector. While sales of goods
carriers across both the M&HCV and
LCV segments are notching handsome growth, albeit on a low yearago base, there looks to be demand
growing in the bus market too and
about time it did.
It may be recollected that while the
overall CV market grew by double-digits and hit an all-time high of
856,453 units in FY2017-18, the bus
market in India has been on the
downward spiral. After sustained
growth for a few years, the overall
bus market slumped by 23 percent
last year. The major impact of this fall
was felt in the 16T Medium Duty
Vehicle (MDV) buses segment.
While the truck market has many local and overseas players jostling for
market share, the bus sector is dominated by two OEMs – Tata Motors and
Ashok Leyland. While Tata Motors is
stronger in the LCV and intermediate
CV (ICV) segments, Ashok Leyland’s
strength lies in the MDV segment.
Now, the Chennai-based CV manufacturer aims to sharpen its focus on

The Sunshine schoolbus has given the company
a new charge and seen rivals enter the fastgrowing segment.
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the bus business by aggressively pursuing growth in the MDV segment
both by maintaining leadership and
also targeting speedy growth in the
ICV segment, where it has to catch
up with market leader Tata Motors.
The focus is to develop its overall volumes in the bus segment. Despite a
falling market last year, Ashok
Leyland has a strong market share of
37.4 percent in the overall bus segment
Speaking to Autocar Professional for
the first time after taking up his new
assignment at Ashok Leyland, Sanjay
Saraswat, senior vice-president and
head – Global Bus Division, says, “Our
focus is to grow market share by
working strategically. Our teams are
working towards a goal to defend our
MDV leadership. To do that, work is
underway on multiple fronts like
product portfolio-network expansion
and pricing, among other things.
Likewise, in the ICV segments, where
we have big ambitions, the focus is
on how to attack to gain market
share.”
BUS BRANDING STRATEGY PAYS
OFF
As a market leader, Ashok Leyland is
also working on a strategy to position
its buses in every segment with a distinct brand. The first step was the
launch of the Sunshine bus in the
burgeoning school segment two
years ago, a move which has led to
smart gains. The company claims that
the Sunshine is the safest bus in the
country for school bus application.
With Sunshine as a brand, Ashok
Leyland has created a brand in the
school segment in India for the first
time. The company says this strategy
has paid off handsomely in terms of
establishing the brand in the market.
“We are hoping that the customer
sees value in the bus by paying a little premium. We are trying to convince our customers and the re-

sponse has been extremely positive.
We expect demand to pick up in the
next few years,” says Saraswat.
Similarly, work is underway to develop individual brands in other segments, for instance – staff transport
applications. The goal is to provide a
bus for a specific application after
taking into account the usage pattern. In the next two years, the company expects to position its brand
across the bus market. “Every application and segment of the bus market has specific requirements; we are
aiming to deliver the best to each of
the segments. We don’t want our
customer to use a single bus for every application; different buses for
different applications is what we are
working towards, thus targeting demand with a sharp focus,” elaborates
Saraswat.
MARKET SEGMENTATION
The Indian bus market is segmented
into private buying and government
buying. In most of the states transport arms, the state transport undertaking (STUs) largely buys buses for
intra-city and marginally for intercity
operations. While this accounts for 25
percent of the bus market, the bulk is
made up by the private sector.
The second level of segmentation is
within the MDV products, which is basically above 12T and 7.5T to 12T ICVs.
ICVs make up 65 percent of the industry. In the past 2-3 years in the private
segment, the market has been moving towards ICVs as many of the large
customers in the school or staff transport segments, who used to procure
large buses, are shifting towards ICVs.
Within the ICV bus category, the
school segment is the largest segment, followed by mofussil and staff
carrier segments. Traditionally, Ashok
Leyland has been somewhat soft in
the ICV segment albeit with a 25 percent market share. It is now aiming for
a 30 percent market share in the ICV
segment within the next two years.
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Another major growth driver is the
government sector, which once accounted for 25-30 percent of the total bus market. This has now fallen to
20 percent in the past few years with
other segments seeing fast growth of
the industry have growth. These include school buses and staff buses
while the STU segment remains
steady. Also, some of the STUs are
moving towards PPP models where
they are outsourcing the operation to
a private player. So the buses are
used for STUs but bought by a private buyer.
“We are doing well in the STU segment over the years despite the segment being known to being extremely price sensitive, seeing cut-throat
competition and having a tender process. As a strategy, we have decided
to play selectively in this segment to
grow profitably and not bid aggressively at every opportunity,” says
Saraswat.
The company gained overall market
share in the bus segment last year,
despite being selective in the STU
segment. This has been compensated
by superior growth in the private sector.
Ashok Leyland is unwilling to offer
discounts just to gain market share.
Rather, the focus is on convincing the
customer about the quality, reliability,
robustness, durability and total cost
of ownership (TCO) and payback over

Sanjay Saraswat: “Our focus is to grow medium
duty bus market share by working strategically
— expand the product portfolio, network and
also aggressively drive the ICV business.”
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the lifecycle of the bus. The company
is confident about its bus portfolio,
which it believes will help the customer to make an informed purchase
decision.
The company says the private market
customer is well informed about its
buses and is willing to pay a premium
of 7-10 percent over the competition
in the MDV segment. However, STUs
work purely on pricing. Although
Ashok Leyland is not ignoring the
STU segment altogether, it now extremely selective in participating in
the tender process without being
hugely concerned about losing marginal market share.
SHARP FOCUS
Ashok Leyland’s M&HCV bus division
has a presence in ICVs and MDVs; the
LCV bus business is not part of the
division which falls under the LCV
business division. The bus portfolio
starts with the ICVs segment with the
Sunshine for school application with
two variants in terms of length with
34/40 seats (8.1m) and 40/50 seats
(9.4m). In this segment, there are two
other brands — Lynx Smart and Lynx
Strong. Both these buses are not targeted at any single usage but bought
for a variety of applications.
The MDV market is dominated by
chassis and there is a historical precedent for this as operators don’t prefer
fully built buses by manufacturers.
However, the ICV segment has shifted
with nearly 75 percent of buses now
sold as fully built units. Ashok
Leyland has chassis brands in the
MDV segment; the most popular and
largest selling is the Viking chassis
which has nearly 65 percent share of
the company’s MDV segment. While
the Viking is limited to 11 metres,
there is also a 12-metre bus which is
growing steadily. There is also the
Cheetah brand, with all the three
products being available as chassis.
The company’s goal is to sell higher
number fully-built buses in the MDV
segments over the next few years by

offering safer, reliable and high quality buses.
At present, exports contribute to 33
percent of Ashok Leyland’s total bus
business; the largest markets are the
Middle East, followed by SAARC,
Africa and CIS countries. The company aims to increase exports to 50
percent in the next five years. It has a
bus assembly plant in Ras Al
Khaimah.
Ashok Leyland manufactures bus
chassis for the domestic market at
Ennore, Tamil Nadu and in Alwar,
Rajasthan, and bus body building is
done in Alwar and GTVS in Trichy, a
sister company. Besides this, the
company has contracts with other
bus body builders across the country.
The growth vision is to remain in the
top five global players list, maintaining this by achieving profitable
growth. To this effect, it wants to
have a razor-sharp approach for the
bus business to become more sizeable and profitable.
“Just like in any market, the biggest
challenge for the bus business is hyper-competition. Studying the market
and responding at the right time is
important to remain a market leader
and our team is trying to do just that
by engaging with the customer,” says
a confident Saraswat.
Article courtesy: Autocar Professional

The Lynx brand of buses with multiple variants
is targeted at the ICV segment for various
applications.
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ABB plugs into India’s growing EV charging market
potential

ABB India, which has the capability to manufacture EV charging equipment at its Bangalore plant, is awaiting a formal directive from the government on
e-mobility, starting with charging standards, to decide its future strategy.

Global engineering major ABB is upbeat on the growth
opportunity in India’s electric vehicle (EV) charging
market. The company is also keen to harness its
strong foothold in solar energy generation in India to
provide not just EV chargers but also a clean charging
ecosystem altogether.
“We’re very strong in India on the solar energy side
and we can look at an EV charging infrastructure from
a complete ecosystem point of view. The strategy is
to produce renewable energy that can be consumed
without emissions,” Frank Muehlon, managing director,
EV Charging Infrastructure, ABB Ltd, told Autocar India,
Autocar Professional’s sister magazine, in an interview.
Fifty percent of solar power generated in India passes
through ABB’s inverters, according to the company.
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While EV adoption in India is still at a nascent phase,
studies suggest growth could accelerate on the back
of rising consumer awareness and a push from the
government, which aims to have over 30 percent of all
vehicles electrified by 2030.
ABB’s Indian arm is running pilot projects in EV charging
infrastructure with some automakers. This includes an
EV charging station at Rohtang (near Manali) and in
New Delhi. In February this year, ABB installed a fastcharging station — ABB Terra 53 — at government thinktank NITI Aayog’s office in Delhi, which can fully charge
an EV in 30 minutes. Globally, ABB also has advanced
EV charging solutions such as flash-charging technology
that charges a bus in a remarkable 20 seconds, and a
fast charger for cars that gives a 200km range in eight
minutes.
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The company has the capability to locally manufacture
EV charging equipment at its Bangalore plant. While it
is hopeful about a pick-up in demand for chargers, it
is awaiting a formal directive from the government on
various aspects of e-mobility, starting with charging
standards, to decide its future strategy.
Muehlon believes the CCS (Combined Charging System)
format would be ideal for India. “For India, it might be
better to align with the CCS standard since it is well
accepted by automakers including most Japanese
ones,” he said. The various types of charging formats
currently available include combined charging system
(CCS),a charger type promoted by European and US
automakers, CHAdeMO which is favoured by Japanese
automakers, GB/T (China) and the Bharat stage charger
(low voltage).
Muehlon foresees healthy growth in traditional
carmakers developing electric vehicles, which
will further boost EV introduction. “Tesla was the
frontrunner in mass EVs. They paved the way to show
that it is possible to achieve scale in electric mobility.
But traditional OEMs are now catching up massively, so
you’ll see fireworks of new models over the next two
years. We have already seen that the market for EVs has
developed significantly faster in China than in Europe or
USA. So that reflects the growth potential of e-mobility.”
Notably, in a global context, Jaguar Land Rover
CEO, Ralf Speth, stressed the need to have targets
for charging infrastructure in an effort to boost EV
adoption, which stands at mere one percent of total car

population. Speaking at the ABB Technology Forum in
Zurich in June, Speth said, “One should question why
there are no targets for the charging infrastructure
programme, especially because they go hand in
hand with emission targets. At present, there are
approximately 100,000 charging points across Europe.
Even in the most conservative estimate, Europe will
require
around two million charging points by 2030. Customers
expect charging to be as convenient as refuelling. And
that’s not unreasonable.”
Electric avenue
ABB says it has the technology to bring electricity
from any power plant to any consumption point.
“Individual electric mobility is one of the fastest growing
phenomenons for us from a technology and market
perspective. ABB is ideally suited to be the partner of
choice for countries, cities and car companies to provide
infrastructure solutions to make e-mobility happen,”
ABB Group CEO, Ulrich Spiesshofer said.
In fact, ABB has partnered with Formula E as it believes
the all-electric race series holds many opportunities
in testing key electrification technologies which the
company can be a part of.
Global engineering major keen to bring its EV chargers
and leverage its solar energy ecosystem in India, even
as it awaits clarity on the charging standard for India,
reports Nishant Parekh.
Article courtesy: Autocar Professional

Terra HP chargers can replenish a suitable EV for up to 200km in a scant eight minutes.
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ABB is to supply its Terra HP
charging stations as part of the
biggest EV infrastructure project
to date in the United States.
The chargers, which can refresh
even the largest EV battery
in under 15 minutes, were
selected for deployment by
Electrify America, which plans
to place hundreds of charging
stations within and around 17
metropolitan areas and along
multiple nationwide highway
corridors.
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Boeing join hands with HAL, MDS for F/A-18 Super
Hornet

Boeing has announced a partnership with Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and Mahindra Defence Systems
(MDS) to manufacture the F/A-18 Super Hornet in India for
its armed forces and pursue the joint development of future
technologies. The partnership is expected to transform India’s
aerospace and defence ecosystem.
“Boeing is excited to team up with India’s only company that
manufactures combat fighters, HAL, and India’s only company
that manufactures utility and surveillance aircraft, Mahindra.
This partnership brings the best of Indian public and private
enterprises together in partnership with the world’s largest
aerospace company, Boeing, to accelerate a contemporary
ecosystem for aerospace and defence manufacturing in India,”
Pratyush Kumar, President, Boeing India, said.
“Our partnership with HAL and Mahindra will enable us to
optimise the full potential of India’s public and private sector to
deliver the next-generation F/A-18 fighter capabilities. Together
we can deliver an affordable, combat-proven fighter platform
for India, while adding growth momentum to the Indian
aerospace ecosystem with manufacturing, skill development,
innovation and engineering and job creation,” he said.
“HAL has always been at the forefront of development in
India’s aerospace sector. This partnership with Boeing and
MDS will create an opportunity to develop capabilities of the
aerospace industry and strengthen indigenous platforms in
India,” T Suvarna Raju, Chairman and Managing Director, HAL,
said
Future production with Indian partners will involve maximizing
indigenous content and producing the F/A-18 in India for its
armed forces to create a 21st century aerospace ecosystem.
“We are excited about the opportunities that this partnership
with Boeing and HAL will provide us. As one of the largest
private sector defence companies, we look forward to support
the modernization effort of our armed forces and achieve
economies of scale in the aerospace and defence sector.” S P
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Shukla, Group President, Aerospace and Defence, Mahindra
Group, and Chairman, MDS, said.
The proposal is to build an entirely new and state-of-the-art
production facility that can be utilised for other programmes
like India’s Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA).
This partnership is intended to bring Boeing, HAL and MDS’
global scale supply chain, their best-in-industry precision
manufacturing processes, as well as the unrivaled experience
in designing and optimising aerospace production facilities to
expand India’s aerospace ecosystem.
The plan addresses infrastructure, personnel training, and
operational tools and techniques required to produce a next
gen fighter aircraft in India. In addition, Boeing will work closely
with Indian industries to ensure they have the very latest
technologies by applying lessons learned from the current
Super Hornet production line.
As the most advanced and least expensive aircraft per flight
hour of its kind, the F/A-18 Super Hornet will deliver to India’s
need for a carrier and land-based multi-role fighter. The
Super Hornet does not only have a low acquisition cost, but
it costs less per flight hour to operate than any other tactical
aircraft in the US forces inventory. And with a plan for constant
innovation, the F/A-18 Super Hornet will outpace threats,
bolster defence capabilities and make India stronger for
decades to come.
The F/A-18 Super Hornet has a long life ahead, with the US
Navy making significant investments in the latest evolution, the
Block III. Key features of the US Navy Block III Super Hornet
include enhanced network capability, longer range and lowdrag with conformal fuel tanks, long-range detection with
infrared search and track, enhanced situational awareness with
a new advanced cockpit system, improved signature reduction
and a 9,000 plus hour life.
Courtesy: Auto Components India
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Tata Lockheed Martin brings new aerospace
technology to India

Tata Lockheed Martin Aerostructures Limited (TLMAL),
a joint venture between Tata Advanced Systems Limited
(TASL) and Lockheed Martin, USA, has inaugurated
India’s first-of- its-kind metal-to- metal bonding facility at
Adibatla, Hyderabad.
The new 4,700 sqm metal-to-metal bonding facility adds
a new cutting-edge capability to the Indian aerospace
industry and enables TASL to use this technology across
manufacturing programmes for complex aerostructures
manufacturing and increased indigenisation.
More than 80 skilled employees will work in this facility,
which can be expanded to support future work. TLMAL is
also increasing the indigenisation of C-130 manufacturing
by transitioning the production of approximately 2,000
previously imported empennage parts to Tata Sikorsky
Aerospace, Ltd. (TSAL), another Tata-Lockheed Martin
joint venture located here. These parts were previously
manufactured by suppliers located outside of India.
The new facility and capacity expansion creates new job
opportunities for skilled workers in India’s manufacturing
sector and provide on-the- job training.
Employing 500 people, TLMAL currently produces 24
C-130 empennages annually. To date, 85TLMAL-built
empennages have been installed on C-130Js delivered
by Lockheed Martin to its global customers, including
the Indian Air Force. More than 400 C-130Js have been
delivered to operators in 18 nations around the world.
“Given the C-130J’s worldwide presence, it is fitting that
one of its core components is the result of a strong global
partnership that we have with India, Tata and TLMAL,”
George Shultz, Vice President and General Manager of Air
Mobility and Maritime Missions at Lockheed Martin, said.
“The TLMAL team continues to exceed expectations
in terms of quality of work and in meeting delivery
commitments. Today, we celebrate the success of TLMAL,
its growth in terms of capabilities, and its impact here in
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Hyderabad, in India and around the world.”
“We are delighted to expand the scope of our partnership
with Lockheed Martin, a testament of TASL’s increasing
capabilities in complex aerostructure manufacturing.
It is a matter of pride that aerostructure components
manufactured at our Indian facility are an integral part of
the world’s most successful and advanced tactical airlifter,
which is also being used by the Indian Air Force.
TASL continuously strives to strengthen the manufacturing
capabilities of the country by bringing cutting-edge
technologies and building capability and capacity to make
India more self-reliant,” Sukaran Singh, MD and CEO, Tata
Advanced Systems Limited, said.
Tata Advanced Systems Limited is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Tata Sons, focused on providing integrated
solutions for Aerospace, Defence and Homeland Security.
In less than a decade, Tata Advanced Systems Limited
has become a significant player in the global aerospace
market, becoming the premier manufacturing partner for
global OEMs, including Boeing, Airbus Group, Sikorsky
Aircraft Corporation, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics, Pilatus
Aircraft Ltd, Cobham Mission Equipment, as well as
the Government of India’s Defence Research &amp;
Development Organisation. It has capabilities throughout
the entire aerospace value chain from design to full aircraft
assembly, and is well-positioned in areas that include
missiles, radars, unmanned aerial systems, command and
control systems, optronic and homeland security.
Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed
Martin is a global security and aerospace company that
employs approximately 100,000 people worldwide and is
principally engaged in the research, design, development,
manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced
technology systems, products and services.
Article Courtesy: Auto Components India
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Adani joins Punj Lloyd, Rave Gears to make precision
gears for aerospace, defence

Adani Group, a global integrated infrastructure player has
collaborated with Punj Lloyd and Rave Gears (USA) for the
design, manufacture and assembly of high precision gears
and transmission systems for rotary platforms.
The collaboration intends to manufacture gears and gear
assemblies mainly for rotary platforms, currently under
production in India for HAL, and for future programmes
like the Naval Utility Helicopters and Naval Multi-Role
Helicopters. The collaboration will use the manufacturing
base in India for exports to global OEMs, both in the
military and civil aerospace domain.
Ashish Rajvanshi, Head of Adani Defence & Aerospace said,
“The collaboration is another step in Adani Group’s vision
of creating a vibrant defence manufacturing ecosystem
by bringing world-class capabilities to the country. It will
help establish new production lines in India, generate
employment and build sustainable skills.”
The 3 companies aim at increasing self-reliance at the
Tier-1 level, which will be critical for system integration
of platforms in India. The collaboration furthers the
indigenisation agenda by bringing the state-of-the-art
technology to the country.
“Punj Lloyd has been at the forefront of building industrial
capabilities in defence manufacturing in the country across
various domains, from small arms to artillery guns. This
collaboration will enable India to achieve indigenisation in
one of the most critical components in rotary platforms,”
Ashok Wadhawan, President, Manufacturing Business, Punj
Llyod, said.
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On this new association, Rave CEO, Nick Patel said, “We
at Rave are extremely excited at the immense potential
that unfolds with this collaboration. It is an opportunity for
Rave to do what it is best at; offer technology which led
Rave to conquer NASCAR market in 3 years and achieve
70% cost and 68% cycle time reduction to Bell Helicopter
among several other achievements.” Rave, which has major
aerospace and defence OEMs, US Government and major
NASCAR and Formula 1 Teams as its customers, covers
drone, aerospace and racing markets.
Adani Group is one of India’s largest integrated
infrastructure conglomerates with interests in resources
(coal mining and trading), logistics (ports, logistics,
shipping and rail), energy (renewable and thermal power
generation, transmission and distribution), and agro
(commodities, edible oil, food products, cold storage and
grain silos), real estate, consumer finance and defence.
Headquartered in Ahmedabad, the $12-billion group
has operations across the world. Adani owes its success
and leadership position to its core philosophy of ‘Nation
Building’. The Group is committed to protecting the
environment and improving communities through its
CSR programme based on the principles of sustainability,
diversity and shared values. The group owns and operates
one of the world’s largest solar power plants in Tamil
Nadu. The group is committed to produce 10,000 MW of
renewable energy by 2022.
Courtesy: Auto Components India
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Q&A
GM Technical Centre - Driving Innovation

MR BRIAN MCMURRAY IS VICE PRESIDENT, ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS,GENERAL MOTORSTECHNICAL CENTRE
- INDIA, BANGALORE.HE HAS BEEN WITH GM SINCE 1997 AND HAS HELD VARIOUS LEADERSHIP POSITIONS DURING
HIS STINT WITH GM. HE HAS WORKED IN ENGLAND, CHINA, US AND AUSTRALIA.
BRIAN MOVED TO INDIA IN 2014 AS DIRECTOR-VEHICLE INTEGRATION AND HE NOW HEADS ENGINEERING AND
OPERATIONS FOR THE CENTRE. HE HOLDS AN ENGINEERING DEGREE FROM NEWCASTLE AND AN MBA FROM NEW
YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
Excerpts from an interview:
On REEV - an experiential learning platform for engineering students in building energy efficient vehicles for Urban
Mobility.
How will the REEV platform enhance and drive new age
technology in light weighting, hybridization, range extension and fuel efficiency?
Whether it is Make in India or Skill India, Digital India or
Smart City Mission, all in their own ways have allowed engineers to become key stakeholders in India’s growth story. This particularly holds true for auto-tech engineers, as
a part of the STEM ecosystem, who have been altering
India’s roads and transports especially in wake of climate
change and BS VI norms; placing India on global map as
the auto design and engineering hub of the world.
The fundamental idea behind Range Extended Electric
Vehicle (REEV) is “to mimic an OEM level engagement
and provide an excellent exposure to students-starting
from Design and Development to putting on road an urban mobility solution. While the competition hopes to
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provide a sneak peek of the business, it also wants to condition the students to start thinking how real engineers
would think on the job. The contest is kicking off with hybrid technology and looking to make a shift to newer and
cleaner sources of propulsion in the future. Needless to
say, cost and mass saving arekey spokes to determine the
performance of any vehicle.
REEV platform offers flexibility in Gasoline Engine and
Electric Motor Integration to achieve better overall transmission efficiency. Fibre Reinforced Plastics are used to
develop the vehicle skin to promote light weightsolutions
How will this platform help in setting new standards in
styling and exterior design?
REEV expects the design of the vehicle to reflect the vision that the customer would have about futuristic design.
The origami inspired REEV is marriage of two significant
elements: lightweight and strength. A lot of emphasis has
been attached to the ergonomic aspects of a car since it is
the first interface that the driver touches. No matter how
high-tech a vehicle might be, if it is not ergonomically designed, it would deficiently fail to appeal to the customer.
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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GMTCI plays critical role in the Next Gen Infotainment,
Active Safety, Electrical Architectures, EVs and efficient
conventional Propulsion Systems Integration.
The most recent development in the Active Safety
Data Analytics has strengthened the role learnings in
Super Cruise which is poised for launch in 2019.
In the last one year, what has been the one significant
breakthrough in the functioning of the Centre?
GM Technical Centre is heavily involved in the launch excellence of upcoming products while building a learning
organisation for EVs, AVs & Shared mobility. The centre
supports 85% of Global Programs in the areas of Vehicle
Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering, GPS and Digital
Sculpting.
How do you utilise R&D engineering for cars being made
for exports?
The Regional Execution team drives continuous product
improvements, localisation, parts standardisation. Also
contributing toachieving the best in segment quality targets for the export market.
What are the advantages of hybrid vehicles?

Does testing these cars on Indian roads help for learning
the conditions in export markets?

Hybrid vehicles are the key drivers for reduction of tail
pipe emissions. Hybrid vehicles are the Segway for electric
vehicles. REEVis focussed on maximising the fuel efficiency which has hit a plateau with conventional IC Engines.

No, we don’t.However, we enable validation at the Global
Proving Grounds to meet the stringent requirements in
the export market. GMTCI engineering team leads the issue resolutions reported from these Proving Grounds.

On Technical Centre - India:

What are the innovations that are tested in the Centre?

What is the role that the Technical Centre -India plays in
the international scheme of things for GM?

Major thrust areas for Innovation at GMTCI are in the segment of Autonomous Vehicles, Propulsion Systems and
Connected Vehicles. As an example, TCI drives innovation
through reimagining the conventional product safety requirements and features for AVs.

With new megatrends of Vehicle Electrification,
Connectivity and Autonomous Driving shaping up the
world over, and as GM strives to reinvent itself for sustainable growth, the Technical Centre has varying degrees of
contribution accounting to 85% of GM’s entire product
portfolio, including variants.
How many such Centres are located around the globe
and where?
What are the locational advantages of these Centres?
GM, with its presence in major markets has Global
Technical Centres which are strategically positioned in
North America,Brazil, Canada,Korea,China, Australia and
India. Each centre has diverse talent pool which offers significant business advantages.
How significant are the findings or developments from
the India Centre for utilisation in world markets? Can you
cite a recent instance?
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In Propulsion systems, can you highlight a recent development?
GPS has 800 Talented Engineers and work onstate-of-theart tools, methods and systems. We work closely and collaboratively with North America to deliver the best propulsion systems. We are key and an integral part ofthe
global operations working on conventional systems and
disruptive technologies like electrification and fuel cells.
Is there any work being done towards Electric Vehicles?
Also, hybrid vehicles?
Global Propulsion System engineering team works on control software simulation, integration and validation for
Electric and Hybrid vehicles.
- NIKHIL RAGHAVAN
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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How noisy is this gearbox design?

Visualization of the noise pressure level
outside the gearbox and vibrationinduced von Mises stress in its housing.
Building quieter transmission systems starts with designing
quieter gearboxes. Noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH)
testing is an important part of the process, but you are not
limited to conducting physical experiments. To improve
gearbox designs well before the production stage, you can
perform vibroacoustic analyses using simulation software.
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating
designs, devices, and processes in all ﬁelds of engineering,
manufacturing, and scientiﬁc research. See how you can apply
it to modeling gearbox vibration and noise.
comsol.blog/NVH-simulation

